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Foreword

The Financial Services sector constitutes the largest segment (about 45%) of the global sourcing industry worldwide. 

South Africa’s standing in this sector is world class. It is backed by a sound regulatory and legal framework, and has a 
large number of domestic and foreign institutions providing a full range of services: commercial, retail and merchant 
banking; mortgage lending insurance and investmentbanking; mortgage lending, insurance and investment. 

The sector presents a significant opportunity for firms building offshore global delivery networks. It offers a  50-60% cost 
advantage over international destinations and a quality and sophistication that compares with the major source markets 
in this sector.

This report was commissioned to provide potential investors with a level of fine-grained information to support the 
Business case for investing in Financial Services BPO in South Africa. 

The report was produced by The Everest Group and Letsema Consulting under the guidance of a Leadership Group 
drawn from industry leaders in South Africa and supported by the Department of Trade and Industry (the dti) and the 
BPO i d t i ti (BP SA) O th k t th i ti th h d th b f thBPO industry association (BPeSA). Our thanks go to those organisations, the researchers and the members of the 
Leadership Group whose names are shown at the conclusion of the report.

Honourable Minister Mandisi Mpahlwa Brian Whittaker
Department of Trade and Industry
South Africa

Chief Executive: Business Trust
Chairman Leadership Group: BPO Market Intelligence Project
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A. Introduction and context

Section I: Executive Summary

B. Global opportunity in offshore Financial
Services BPO

South Africa is emerging as an important destination
for BPO. The service provider industry1 in South Africa
has achieved credible scale in BPO, currently
employing ~30,000 people. Also, the industry has been
growing rapidly at a rate of 33% per year.

The Financial Services (FS) sector continues to be the
largest adopter of the offshoring model, accounting for
~45% for the global offshoring industry. The estimated
current market size for offshore Financial Services BPO is
~US$10 billion. Most leading global Financial Servicesg g p y p y

South Africa’s BPO program objectives include creating
100,000 direct and indirect offshore jobs by 2009 . The
program has achieved significant success to date.
Several public and private sector initiatives have been

g g
majors have offshored significantly across a wide range of
functions.

However, there is still significant growth potential for
offshore Financial Services BPO. The estimated
dd bl t it i US$250 billi i t lput in place to attract more offshore BPO business to

South Africa.

This report presents a deep, fact-based view of South
Africa’s current BPO capabilities and potential for
growth in the Financial Services sector In doing so the

addressable opportunity is ~US$250 billion, approximately
25 times the current market size. Growth opportunities exist
across multiple functional areas, including both front-office
and back-office work.

The recent financial crisis could have a short-term negativegrowth in the Financial Services sector. In doing so, the
report highlights South Africa’s key differentiators with
respect to other offshore destinations and the key risks
and tradeoffs that investors need to consider.

As a starting point, the report outlines the significant

The recent financial crisis could have a short term negative
impact on FS companies’ offshoring plans. However, in the
medium-to-long term, these companies will look to
offshoring to manage cost pressures. Hence, the medium-
to-long-term growth outlook for offshore Financial Services
BPO is robust.g p , p g

growth potential in offshore Financial Services BPO
and the opportunity for South Africa to participate in
this growth phenomenon.

As Financial Services majors grow their offshore footprint,
they are looking beyond the leading offshore destinations
(e.g. India, Philippines). This presents opportunities for
South Africa to participate in an increasing share of the
global offshore Financial Services BPO market South

7

1. Service providers includes third-party suppliers and offshore captives.
Third-party suppliers include both global and local (i.e. South African)
suppliers

global offshore Financial Services BPO market. South
Africa has established a good starting point in Financial
Services BPO, as described in the following section.



Section I: Executive Summary

C. This report examines the service provider landscape for
Financial Services BPO in South Africa from the following

Breadth of process capabilities: While front-
office capability is a key strength (~6000Financial Services BPO in South Africa from the following

perspectives: scale of operations, delivery maturity, type of
value delivered and client geographies served.

C1. Scale of operations

office capability is a key strength ( 6000
employees across inbound and outbound
functions), significant back-office work also exists
(~5000 employees) as indicated in Chart 1.

Service providers (suppliers and offshore captives) in South
Africa have established credible scale in Financial Services
BPO, employing ~11,000 people. While this scale is smaller
than traditional offshore destinations (e.g. India, Philippines),
it is comparable to the emerging offshore destinations such

Chart 1: FS BPO Employee split across 
types of BPO functions

FS BPO l li b BPO f iit is comparable to the emerging offshore destinations such
as Romania, Malaysia and the Czech Republic. In addition to
the service providers, there are multiple, large-scale domestic
Financial Services captives in South Africa. These domestic
Financial Services captives employ ~65,000-75,000 people.

FS BPO employees split by BPO functions
Number of Employees

100% = 11,000

C2. Delivery maturity in Financial Services BPO

The following factors evidence the fact that service providers
possess credible delivery maturity in FS BPO:

Inboun
d 

KPOCorporate 
services

Front 
office

Back 
office

5% 2%
20%

Significant client experience: Service providers currently
serve ~240 FS clients across FS sub-verticals (retail banking,
insurance, and asset management)

Industry 
specific

back-
office

Outbound

office 
(53%)

office 
(47%)

33%

40%
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Section I: Executive Summary

Service providers support almost all outsource-able front-office processes (including inbound customer
service, outbound sales and collections processes). In addition, service providers support ~75% of outsource-
able FS back-office processes. Specifically, insurance back-office processes are a key strength, with service
providers supporting nearly all (~95%) outsource-able processes. Chart 2 indicates the breadth of activity in
the insurance back-office space.

Chart 2: Insurance-specific back-office processes supported by service providers in
SA
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and management

Chart 2: Insurance-specific back-office processes supported by service providers in South Africa



Section I: Executive Summary

C3. Value delivered beyond labour arbitrage:

The service provider industry continues to deliver

D. Potential for growth in Financial Services
BPO

Alth h t ff h ti it i t ( 2 900robust cost benefits and is meeting clients’ quality
and service level expectations. In addition, the
industry is evolving to deliver business benefits
beyond labour arbitrage in multiple ways, such as:

Leveraging technology to drive process

Although current offshore activity is nascent (~2,900
jobs), there is significant potential for growth. Four key
drivers are:

1. Large experienced talent pool with service delivery
and domain skills in the domestic FinancialLeveraging technology to drive process

transformation
Delivering a higher quality of service compared
to the baseline (e.g. improved First Call
Resolution, Customer Satisfaction, reduced
Turnaround Time)

and domain skills in the domestic Financial
Services industry

2. Sizeable talent pool with specialized skills (e.g.
actuaries)

3. Narrowing of operating cost differences between
South Africa and other low-cost offshore locations)

Using strong domain skills to support
sophisticated financial products and complex
processes

4. Availability of scalable, high quality English skills,
at a low cost

D1. Large experienced talent pool with service
delivery and domain skills in the domestic

C4. Client geography focus

While the focus to date has been on the domestic
market, offshore activity is also emerging, with
~2,900 offshore jobs in Financial Services BPO.

delivery and domain skills in the domestic
Financial Services industry

Service delivery skills: Domestic Financial Services
captives have built significant scale. Many of these
captives have achieved individual scale in excess of2,900 offshore jobs in Financial Services BPO.

Back-office services constitute almost 50 percent of
all offshore jobs. There are examples of early
successes in offshore delivery of complex, high-end
services, such as investment administration and
actuarial modelling.

captives have achieved individual scale in excess of
4000 employees, with the domestic captive industry
employing ~65,000-75,000 people overall. While these
are captive entities, they are effectively being run like
outsourced operations (e.g. through defined service
level agreements with the parent companies). In

10

g )
addition, these captives have demonstrated distinctive
capabilities, especially in the areas of process
improvement, efficiency and Six-Sigma.
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D1. Domain skills: Products and regulations in
South Africa’s domestic Financial Services

Chart 3:  Comparison of Scale of niche skills 
in South Africa relative to other offshore

sector are similar to developed markets (e.g.
UK) and are more advanced relative to most
other offshore destinations. Therefore, the talent
pool in South Africa’s domestic Financial
Services sector has strengths in terms of its
k l d d i i ki i h

in South Africa, relative to other offshore 
destinations

knowledge and experience in working with
advanced products and regulations. Also, the
domestic sector has significant technology
experience to draw upon. Historically, it has had
a strong orientation towards technology
adoption; a number of successful

Number of qualified 
actuaries
2008; Total number

Number of 
Chartered 
Accountants
2007; ‘000s

Number of CFA 
charter holders
2008; Total number

adoption; a number of successful
implementations (e.g. cellphone banking)
evidence this orientation.

D2. Sizeable pool of specialized skills in
the market

India

Philippines

90

15 70-80

4,000-
4,500 225

65

the market

South Africa has a sizeable pool of specialized
Financial Services skills such as actuaries and
certified analysts. While the scale of these skills
are not the largest in every domain relative to

South 
Afri

Czech 
Republi

c
4

26 800-900

80-90 80

770
are not the largest in every domain relative to
other offshore destinations, there are clearly
certain pockets of meaningful scale. For
example, South Africa has ~4 times the number
of actuaries in India, as indicated in Chart 3.
The presence of specialized skills positively

ca
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The presence of specialized skills positively
positions South Africa to deliver complex
Financial Services BPO processes.
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D3 Narrowing of the operating cost Chart 4: Comparison of savings gap betweenD3. Narrowing of the operating cost
differences between South Africa and
other offshore destinations

Chart 4: Comparison of savings gap between
South Africa and India

MARKET AVERAGES FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE

Savings Gap between South Africa and IndiaCurrent arbitrage potential from South Africa,
relative to western Markets (e.g. US, UK) is quite
significant, with a savings potential of ~50-60
percent on an operating cost basis. While South
Africa is not the lowest cost destination, the savings
gap with other low cost countries is narrowing Two

Savings Gap between South Africa and India
relative to US (Tier 2 locations)
Percentage

gap with other low-cost countries is narrowing. Two
factors drive the narrowing savings gap. First, while
most currencies largely appreciated over the past 3
years (2005-8), the South African currency
depreciated. Second, inflation levels in South Africa
are lower than in other low cost destinations. 30%

40%
50%
60%
70%
80%

15% 8%
Savings from 
Johannesburg

Savings from Bangalore

are lower than in other low cost destinations.

Chart 4 indicates the extent to which the savings
gap has been narrowing for the front office
(customer service) function.

0%
10%
20%
30%

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Given the underlying drivers of this relative cost
movement (i.e. inflation, currency), it is likely that
this gap could reduce further going forward. Also,
even at current cost levels, the savings gap is even
smaller when considering the impact of lower
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smaller when considering the impact of lower
attrition in South Africa.
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D4. Availability of scalable, high quality English
skills

While South Africa lacks the scale of university
graduates of other populous countries, high-school
graduates in South Africa (as in other developed
countries) prove effective in BPO operations. The
estimated total entry-level talent pool for BPO in South

Most companies manage risks related to crime and
HIV/AIDS by making targeted investments. Examples
include implementing security infrastructure to prevent
and deter external crime, financially supporting
structured initiatives (e.g. Business Against Crime), and

Africa (including high-school graduates) is ~470,000
annually. In addition to scale, the talent pool in South
Africa has strong English language proficiency and
cultural affinity with western geographies, especially the
UK.

investing in training and AIDS awareness together with
treatment programs to deal with HIV/AIDS.

F. Roles that South Africa can play for 
i t

While there is strong potential for growth, investors
need to be aware of certain risks in South Africa and
make appropriate investments to deal with them. These
key risks have been described below.

investors

The global sourcing location landscape is evolving and 
investors have multiple global location options today 
(~150 cities). As global investors expand their offshore 
location footprint in this environment they increasingly

E. Key risks and structural factors

While South Africa has clear advantages in terms of its
robust physical infrastructure (e.g. roads) and
expatriate quality of life, there are some real concerns

location footprint in this environment, they increasingly 
think about a global supply chain and, in that context, 
the roles which each location should play in the broader 
global delivery network.

Given South Africa’s differentiators, investors can 
around telecommunications, crime and the prevalence
of HIV/AIDS.

Steps are being taken to improve telecommunications
infrastructure and to reduce costs. Telecommunications
tariffs ha e dropped b 47% ear on ear o er the last

,
leverage South Africa for multiple roles in Financial 
Services BPO as described over the page:
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tariffs have dropped by ~47% year on year over the last
four years. Also, proposals are currently being
discussed to enhance bandwidth and to further reduce
tariffs.
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F1. Offshore destination for high-quality
English lang age front office

F3. Near-shore scalable destination for sub-
Saharan AfricaEnglish language front-office

The presence of a large talent pool (~470,000
annually) with good quality English skills, accent and
cultural affinity with international geographies
position South Africa well for this role Also South

Saharan Africa

South African Financial Services majors are
expanding operations rapidly into sub-Saharan
Africa. This presents opportunities for service
providers to use South Africa as a base to serve theposition South Africa well for this role. Also, South

Africa offers significant savings potential. On an
operating cost basis, South Africa is 50-60 percent
cheaper than leading international destinations
(U.S., UK). The savings gap between South Africa
and other low-cost destinations (e.g. India) is

providers to use South Africa as a base to serve the
sub-Saharan Africa operations of domestic majors.
Although costs in South Africa are higher relative to
other locations in the region (e.g. Kenya, Nigeria),
South Africa is well positioned to serve as a near-
shore scalable destination given its larger talent( g )

narrowing and is likely to reduce further going
forward.

F2. Offshore destination for complex back-

pool, more evolved BPO industry and better quality
infrastructure.

F4. Risk-diversification option for India and 
Phili ioffice work

South Africa has key strengths in terms of its large
experienced talent pool with relevant service
delivery and domain skills in the domestic Financial
S i t I dditi S th Af i h l

Philippines

As the next chart (Chart 5) indicates, South Africa is 
one of the few alternative locations to India and 
Philippines that can provide sizeable, good quality 
English skills at a low cost South Africa is thereforeServices sector. In addition, South Africa has clear

advantages in certain niches such as actuaries.
Savings potential from South Africa for complex FS
back-office work is already on par with other low-
cost destinations for certain types of processes (e.g.
actuarial modeling) and the savings gap is

English skills at a low cost. South Africa is therefore 
is an attractive location option for investors looking 
to diversify beyond India and Philippines
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actuarial modeling) and the savings gap is
narrowing for others (e.g. fund administration).
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Chart 5: Savings potential versus talent pool comparison across offshore 
d ti ti f E li h l kdestinations for English language work
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The Full Report

The detailed report is available free of charge on The Business Trust’s website (www.btrust.org.za). In addition
to the report, an investor-focused’ “tool”, namely an ROI Model is also available on the website. This model
helps international investors gauge savings potential from South Africa, given certain parameters such as
scale of BPO work A limited number of printed Executive Summaries with a CD are also available from The
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scale of BPO work. A limited number of printed Executive Summaries with a CD are also available from The
Business Trust.
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Section II: Key messages
Section II: Global opportunity in offshore Financial Services BPO

The Financial Services sector, which pioneered the adoption of offshoring, continues to account for 
approximately 45% of the global offshoring industry

Whil i ti t t d ith t ti l th ff h i l t f thWhile organizations started with transactional processes, they are now offshoring large parts of the 
value chain, across front-office1 and back-office functions1. This trend is evident across all Financial 
Services sub-verticals, namely banking1, insurance and asset management1

There is significant growth potential for offshore BPO1 in Financial Services. The addressable g g p
market opportunity for offshore BPO in Financial Services is ~US$250 billion (~25 times the current 
market size)

As Financial Services majors grow their offshore footprint, they are building global delivery networks. 
In doing so firms are looking beyond the leading offshore destinations (e g India Philippines)In doing so, firms are looking beyond the leading offshore destinations (e.g. India, Philippines)

The recent financial crisis could have some short-term negative impact on the offshoring plans of 
Financial Services majors. However, in the medium to long term, firms are likely to look towards 
offshoring as an opportunity to manage cost pressures

17

1 Defined in Appendix
Sources: Everest Research Institute (2008); NASSCOM
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The size of the global offshoring market is in excess of 
US$70 billion and it continues to grow at a fast pace

Section 2.1: Overview of global offshoring in Financial Services

Global offshoring market size
2007; US$ billion

Global offshoring market size
2004-2007; US$ billion

26 29Offshore

100% = 70-76

63-68

70-76

26-29
22-25

17-19

Offshore 
BPO

Offshore
30-35

47-51

60 63%

37-40%

44-4740-43
30-32

20-23

10-12Offshore 
IT services

Offshore 
BPO market

Offshore IT 
market

60-63%

2004 2005 2006 2007

The total offshore BPO market is approximately US$30 billion in size and is growing at a 
d d l t f 30%
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compounded annual rate of 30%

Sources: Everest Research Institute (2008); NASSCOM



Financial Services is the leading adopter of offshoring 
services 

Section 2.1: Overview of global offshoring in Financial Services

100% = 70 76

Offshoring adoption by sector
2007; US$ billion

Financial Services (FS) majors 
have pioneered offshore adoption

15-20%

Other 
sectors1

100% = 70-76 have pioneered offshore adoption 
across IT and BPO functions:

Some of the largest offshore deals 
in the Application Development 

( )

40-45%
10-15%

Financial 
ServicesManufacturing

and Maintenance (ADM) space 
were driven by FS companies

Most FS majors have been 
sourcing BPO through captive

15-20%

g sourcing BPO through captive 
units in India and Philippines, 
though third-party sourcing is also 
on the rise

The growth in the offshoreHi-tech & 
telecom

The growth in the offshore 
research and analytics (e.g. equity 
research) space has been spurred 
by large FS buyers2
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1 Includes Retail, Pharma, Healthcare, Travel, Media and Entertainment, Government
2 Defined in Appendix

Source: Everest Research Institute (2008)



The Financial Services sector is a significant revenue 
source for most offshore-centric suppliers

Section 2.1: Overview of global offshoring in Financial Services

Traditional BPO suppliers

Financial services as a percentage of offshore-centric supplier revenues
2008; Percentage

64

57

EXL

WNS

pp

Financial Services is 
typically the single largest 
sector for most offshore-

44

31

Genpact

Firstsource

Di ifi d ff h ITO li

centric suppliers, and it is 
common for suppliers to 
have over 40% of 
revenues from FS clients

Diversified offshore ITO suppliers
While there is higher 
industry diversification in 
IT services, BPO is still 
dominated by the FS 

47

44

Cognizant

TCS
vertical

36

28

24

Infosys

HCL

Wi

21

24Wipro

Sources: Everest Research Institute (2008); Company filings



Many leading Financial Services firms have offshored 
significantly…

Section 2.1: Overview of global offshoring in Financial Services

Number of estimated offshore workers
2008

9 000

Offshore workforce as % of total firm workforce
2008; Percentage

11 13Deutsche Bank 9,000

7,500

7,500

10-12

10-12

11-13Deutsche Bank

American Express

Standard Chartered

3 600

7,500
~115,000

6 8

7-9

8-10HSBC

ABN AMRO

Morgan Stanley

28,000

3,600

13,000

24,0005-6

6-8

6-8Morgan Stanley

JP Morgan Chase

Citigroup

4,000

10,0004-5

4-5UBS

Bank of America
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Several companies have aggressive plans for additional growth of their offshore footprint

Sources: Dataquest; Everest Research Institute estimates and analysis; companies’ press releases, websites, and other sources



…across a wide range of functions
Section 2.1: Overview of global offshoring in Financial Services

Organization ITO1
Front-office 
BPO2

Back-office 
BPO3

KPO/
Analytics4

Functions offshored by financial services majors
2007

EXAMPLES

Organization ITO1 BPO2 BPO3 Analytics4

Aviva
Deutsche Bank
Standard Chartered
American Express
HSBC Holdings
ABN AMRO
CitiCitigroup
Morgan Stanley
JPMorgan Chase
UBS
Bank of America
AIG

1 IT Outsourcing includes application development, maintenance, testing, infrastructure management, software product development, etc.

23

g pp p , , g, g , p p ,
2 Front-office BPO includes inbound customer service, sales & marketing support, voice support, etc.
3 Back-office BPO includes corporate services (e.g. F&A, HR) and industry-specific back-office processes (e.g. banking, insurance), etc.
4 KPO/Analytics includes business research, analytics, knowledge management, etc.

Sources: Dataquest; Everest Research Institute estimates and analysis; companies’ press releases, websites, and other sources



Also, many firms are now leveraging offshore delivery 
for more complex/end-to-end BPO in addition to basic 
transactional processes

Section 2.1: Overview of global offshoring in Financial Services

Credit card majorMajor global bank

transactional processes EXAMPLES

Complex 
processes

Analytics and 
research

Modeling and risk 
analytics

 c
om

pl
ex

ity

Judgement-
based processes

Credit
Collections
Trade and securities

Customer service 
(corporate customer) 
Management 
reportingin

g 
pr

oc
es

s

Transactional 
processes

Transaction processing
Mortgage / insurance 
processing
Account maintenance

Basic F&A1 –
Accounts payable / 
receivable, general 
ledger

In
cr

ea
s

Account maintenance ledger

While basic, transactional work has served as the proof of concept for offshoring, many large 
companies have expanded offshoring scope to include more complex work
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1 Defined in Appendix
Note: This represents examples of offshored process across various levels of complexity and is not an exhaustive list of processes offshored

Source: Everest Research Institute (2008)



Currently, value from offshoring is largely realized from 
cost savings, although some firms are realizing benefits 
beyond arbitrage

Section 2.1: Overview of global offshoring in Financial Services

beyond arbitrage
Value derived from offshoring in financial services

Retail banking InsuranceAsset management

EXAMPLES

ue
 re
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n Strategic 
impact

B i t f ti i
Better decision making 

i l lifi dAbilit t i

ns
io

ns
 o

f v
al

u

Business 
impact

Business transformation using 
Six Sigma1, business process 
reengineering
Reduced write-offs (e.g. 
check processing write-offs)
Faster time to market

using a larger qualified 
workforce with domain 
expertise (LOMA certified 
professionals, actuaries, 
underwriters, etc.) 
Improved service levels

Ability to improve 
coverage (more 
markets/industries/
stocks covered)
Time zone advantages 
(effective use of time

D
im

en

Direct cost 
impact

Faster time to market
Process excellence, improved 
service levels resulting in 
higher end-user satisfaction

Improved service levels 
(e.g. faster adjudication of 
claims) resulting in higher 
customer satisfaction

Productivity gains
Labor cost reduction

Productivity gains
Labor cost reduction

(effective use of time 
difference between 
market opening and 
closing)

Productivity gains
Labor cost reductionimpact Labor cost reduction Labor cost reduction

Largest value drivers from offshoring currently

Labor cost reduction

An arbitrage-centric proposition continues to be the dominant value driver for offshoring in financial services 
t d Th i l id h f b i d t t i i t b i d li d t t
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today. There is early evidence, however, of business and strategic impact being delivered to customers

1 Defined in Appendix
Sources: Everest experience; buyer interviews; provider interviews
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We have considered three key sub-verticals within 
Financial Services

Section 2.2: Market maturity of global offshore Financial Services BPO

Financial Services

Retail banks (deposits

Retail banking
Retail assets

Asset management
Life & pensions

Insurance
Retail banks (deposits, 
lending, cards, fee-based 
products)

Loans & mortgage 

Retail assets 
management

Custody and fund 
administration

Life & pensions

Property and casualty

Short-term insurance (e.g. g g
companies (motor car 
firms, financing firms, 
mortgage firms, etc.)

Credit card companies

( g
motor car insurance)

Health insurance (payers)

Credit card companies
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Offshore BPO market maturity | Retail banking 
Summary

Section 2.2: Market maturity of global offshore Financial Services BPO

Financial 
Services

R t il b ki Asset IRetail banking Asset 
management Insurance

A wide spectrum of processes are offshored in the retail banking space. However, significant 
maturity has been achieved only in select areas. Front-office processes exhibit the strongest 
industry maturity

Key industry-specific back-office areas that exhibit strong activity are business acquisitions, account 
servicing, and control and compliance functions. Other areas gaining traction are payment 
processing and fraud management for credit cards

Among corporate services1 Finance & Accounting (F&A) and Human Resources (HR) services areAmong corporate services1, Finance & Accounting (F&A) and Human Resources (HR) services are 
also exhibiting increasing maturity levels

Future opportunity in the retail banking sub-vertical is 40-45 times its current size. The largest 
untapped opportunities lie in the industry-specific back-office functions such as transaction 
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processing, account servicing, and business acquisitions
1 Defined in Appendix

Source: NASSCOM-Everest India BPO Study (2008)



Offshore BPO market maturity
Retail banking value chain

Section 2.2: Market maturity of global offshore Financial Services BPO

In
du

st
ry

-s
pe

ci
fic

B
ac

k-
of

fic
e 

pr
oc

es
se

s
Mature Credible Emerging

Product design and Application Loan disbursement

Product 
development

Business 
origination

Account 
servicing

Treasury 
operations

Regulatory reporting

Control / 
Compliance

Credit evaluation

Merchant 
services

Transfer pricing set I oduct des g a d
pilot

Product set-up on the 
accounts

pp
processing

Credit evaluation and 
underwriting

Collateral evaluation

Payment processing

FX services

Statement processing

Product renewals

egu ato y epo t g

KYC

C ed t e a uat oa s e p c g set
up and management

Risk management

Order management 
and processing

Credit bureau 
management

Merchant billing 
and reporting

Claims 
management

Su
b-

pr
oc

es
se

s

Credit approval

Account opening, set-

Reconciliation and 
position tracking 
(MIS)

Exception handling 
and analysis

Collections & bad 
loan mgmt

Account closure

Funding evaluation 
and analysis

Clearing and 
settlement

p g

Investigations

Fraud management

Claims management
up and customer on-
boarding

settlement

Cash handling

Trade finance/LC

Records mgmt

Loyalty mgmt

Claims management

KPO/A l ti
Procurement Services1

Human Resource Management
Finance & Accounting

Front-office 

Loyalty mgmt
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KPO/Analytics
1 Defined in Appendix

Note: Maturity based on India-based delivery only
Source: NASSCOM-Everest India BPO Study (2008)



Offshore BPO market maturity | Asset management 
Summary

Section 2.2: Market maturity of global offshore Financial Services BPO

Financial 
services

AssetRetail banking Asset 
management Insurance

Currently, offshore leverage in BPO by asset management companies is relatively low. 
Consequently, this segment has the lowest maturity among Financial Services sub-verticals

Back-office processes represent the most commonly offshored processes for asset management 
clients Key vertical specific areas that exhibit strong activity are account servicing registrar andclients. Key vertical-specific areas that exhibit strong activity are account servicing, registrar and 
transfer functions, investment operations (reconciliations and settlement) and fund accounting

Significant maturity exists in the KPO/Analytics space as asset management clients have leveraged 
offshore delivery for areas such as research and analytics, data management, etc. 

Given the relatively low offshore leverage currently, there is significant potential for growth even for 
functions that are currently well served. Industry-specific back-office functions such as business 
acquisitions, account servicing, investment operations, registrar and transfer functions, and fund 
accounting will continue to drive growth Customer service F&A and KPO/Analytics are the key
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accounting will continue to drive growth. Customer service, F&A and KPO/Analytics are the key 
horizontals that are likely to emerge as future focus areas

Source: NASSCOM-Everest India BPO Study (2008)



Offshore BPO market maturity
Asset management value chain

Mature Credible Emerging

Section 2.2: Market maturity of global offshore Financial Services BPO

Product design Application Fund accounting &

Product 
development

Business 
acquisition

Investmen
t 
operation
s

Shareholder

Registrar / 
transfer 
agency

Regulatory

Control / 
complian
ce

Broker / advisor /

Channel 
manageme
nt

Order

Fund 
administration

nd
us

tr
y-

sp
ec

ifi
c

B
ac

k-
of

fic
e 

pr
oc

es
se

s

Account opening, 
set-up and 
customer on-
boarding

Product design 
and testing

Product set-up on 
the accounts

Application 
processing

Fund accounting & 
NAV calculations

Cash & trade 
allocation to funds

Shareholder 
records 
maintenance

Fund cash flow 
tracking & 
management

Regulatory 
reporting

Broker / advisor / 
sub-custodian 
license mgmt. 
and 
compensation

Risk management

Fraud 
management

Investigations

Order 
management and 
payment 
processing

Trade 
reconciliation and 

ttl ts
In

Service fee 
calculation & 
customer billing

Reference data 
management

Corporate actions 
(mandatory, 
voluntary, proxyAuditing and 

exception

settlement

Su
b-

pr
oc

es
se

Customer data 
management 
(customer master, 
a/c closure, etc.)

exception 
management

KPO/Analytics
Procurement Services

Human Resource Management
Finance & Accounting

Front-office
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KPO/Analytics

Note: Maturity based on India-based delivery only
Source: NASSCOM-Everest India BPO Study (2008)



Offshore BPO market maturity | Insurance
Summary

Section 2.2: Market maturity of global offshore Financial Services BPO

Financial 
services

AssetRetail banking Asset 
management Insurance

There is sizeable offshore activity across the entire range of BPO functions in the insurance sub-
vertical, making it the most mature offshore Financial Services sub-vertical

Among industry-specific back-office functions, offshore maturity is high for end-to-end new business 
functions policy servicing and reporting and claims processingfunctions, policy servicing and reporting, and claims processing

Customer service and F&A are also quite mature from an offshoring perspective

Future opportunity in the insurance sub-vertical is 12-15 times the current market size. The largest 
untapped opportunities lie in the functions such as policy servicing, customer service, F&A, new 
business acquisition, and claims processing

To date, UK insurers have led the way in terms of the extent of offshore adoption. Given the 
significant difference between offshore leverage between U S and UK insurers U S insurers
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significant difference between offshore leverage between U.S. and UK insurers, U.S. insurers 
represent a significant growth opportunity

Source: NASSCOM-Everest India BPO Study (2008)



Offshore BPO market maturity
Insurance value chain

Section 2.2: Market maturity of global offshore Financial Services BPO

Actuarial data Proposals illustrations Policy servicing Claims requirement

Product 
development

Business 
origination

Policy 
servicing 
and reporting

Claims 
processing

Health 
Insurance 
specific 
processes

Plan design

Mature Credible Emerging

nd
us

tr
y-

sp
ec

ifi
c

B
ac

k-
of

fic
e 

pr
oc

es
se

s

Actuarial data 
processing

Actuarial analysis and 
review

Proposals, illustrations

Agent and broker 
management

Regulatory and 
compliance 

Policy servicing –
financial

Policy records 
management

Claims requirement 
gathering and data 
capture

Claims management

Claims review and Eligibility enquiry and 

Plan design

Eligibility services

Revenue cycle 
managements

In

Initial policy creation

Underwriting

Premium collection and

management investigation 
(adjudication)

Claims adjustment & 
disbursements

F d d t ti &

g y q y
verification

management

Denial management

Healthcare collections

Su
b-

pr
oc

es
se

Premium collection and 
accounting

Policy issuance

Fraud detection & 
management

Claims litigation, 
recovery/ subrogation

Member enrollment and 
management

Medical records 
management

Procurement Services
Human Resource Management

Finance & Accounting
Front-office
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KPO/Analytics

Note: Maturity based on India-based delivery only
Source: NASSCOM-Everest India BPO Study (2008)
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The addressable offshore Financial Services BPO market 
opportunity is approximately US$250 billion

Section 2.3: Growth opportunity and outlook

Offshore Financial Services BPO market opportunity
US$

Not amenable to Low probability of offshoring due US$3 7 trillion offshoring due to:
Low suitability for 
offshoring due to 
nature of process
Requirement of

p y g
to:

Language and cultural barriers
Buyer inhibitions
Service provider limitations
Lack of clear value proposition

US$3.7 trillion

Requirement of 
onshore presence

Lack of clear value proposition
Regulatory concerns

US$450-500 
billion

US$245-265 
billion

Total cost base of 
FS companies in 
source markets

Non-offshorable
cost base

Total offshore FS 
BPO opportunity

Addressable 
offshore FS BPO 
market

BPO market not 
amenable to 
capture
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source markets market 
opportunity

capture

Source: Everest Research Institute (2008)



While the overall growth potential is significant, the larger 
opportunity is expected to come from offshoring of back-
office functions

Section 2.3: Growth opportunity and outlook

245-265 10-12 245-265100% = 

Offshore FS BPO market by type of function
US$ billion

office functions
Current and potential offshore FS BPO market
US$ billion

245 265

60%Back-office

10-12

145-165
(60%)

60%

90%

Back-office

40%

10%

Front-officeAddressable 
offshore FS BPO 
market opportunity

Current 
offshore FS 
BPO market 
size (2008)

Theoretical 
opportunity to grow 
market 25 times to 

approximately US$250 

size (2008)
Addressable 
offshore FS BPO 
market 
opportunity

Current 
offshore FS 
BPO market 
size (2008)

36

billion

Source: Everest Research Institute (2008)



The recent financial crisis could affect offshoring in the 
short-term, however, the medium to long term growth 
outlook is still quite robust 

Section 2.3: Growth opportunity and outlook

outlook is still quite robust 
Impact of financial crisis on FS majors’ offshoring plans: Examples based on Everest experience

Leading 
investment bank

“Recent events would only reinforce the need to continue 
with offshoring Anything that delivers cost savings will be

Most global FS 
majors continue 
to view offshoring 
as a key cost

investment bank with offshoring. Anything that delivers cost savings will be 
encouraged. We are at looking at supplier rationalisation to 
maximize value from offshoring” – Head of Offshoring at an 
Everest Group client

Leading U S Expanding BPO operations, evaluating new contracts as a key cost 
reduction lever 
given competitive 
pressures

Players likely to

Leading U.S. 
insurance firm 

Expanding BPO operations, evaluating new contracts

Leading global 
bank

Plans to move ~5,000+ jobs offshore at the start of 2008 
have been deferred indefinitely

Players likely to 
place increasing 
emphasis on risk 
and compliance 
in offshoring 

Leading Australian 
bank

Facing revenue and margin pressures
Looking to accelerate offshoring initiatives in 2009 in order 
to sustain profitability

Leading UK 
insurance major

Offshoring plans put on hold given acquisition

The Everest Research Institute expects the growth rate of the offshore FS BPO market to be tempered 
in the short-term i e between 0-10% over the next 18 months after which the growth is anticipated to
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in the short-term, i.e., between 0-10% over the next 18 months, after which the growth is anticipated to 
pick-up once again in the region of 20-30% by 2011-12

Source: Everest Research Institute (2008)



As FS firms grow their offshoring footprint, they are 
building global networks and are looking beyond the 
leading destinations (India  Philippines)

Section 2.3: Growth opportunity and outlook

EXAMPLES
Delivery locations of global banking majors

Citigroup
Bank of America

JP Morgan
HSBC

leading destinations (India, Philippines)

UK

HSBC
American Express
UBS
Morgan Stanley

China

ShanghaiM i

Warsaw
Poland

Lodz
OlsztynGlasgow

India
Delhi

Beijing
Dalian

Dorset
Belfast, Ireland 

BudapestMontreal

Baltimore

Krakow

Brighton

India
Phoenix, Arizona

Salt Lake city, Utah

Pl t ti Fl id

Greensboro,
NC

North America

g

Singapore

Mexico

Mexico city
Metro Manila

Brazil

Philippines

Guangzhou
Mumbai

Chennai

Delhi

HyderabadBangalore

Kolkata

Kochi
Kuala Lumpur

Foshan

Colombo
Cyberjaya

Pune

Mumbai

Chennai

India

Delhi

HyderabadBangalore

Kolkata

K hi

VishakhapatnamPune

Vishakhapatnam

Plantation, Florida

Sao Paulo

Brazil

Santiago

Chile

Sydney

Australia

ChennaiKochi

Colombo

Curitiba Cape Town, South Africa
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Opportunity for South Africa to participate in the growing offshore FS BPO phenomenon



Section III

Service provider landscape in South Africa
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Section III: Key Messages
Section III: Service provider landscape in South Africa

The South African BPO service provider industry (suppliers and offshore captives1) currently employs 
~30,000 people and has been growing at ~33% per year. The BPO programme has a target of creating 
100,000 offshore jobs (25,000 direct and 75,000 indirect) by 2009

The Financial Services (FS) sector is being substantially served by the South African BPO serviceThe Financial Services (FS) sector is being substantially served by the South African BPO service 
providers1 and accounts for ~33% of total service provider BPO jobs

The FS-focused BPO industry in South Africa has established significant scale: ~11,000 employees in 
service providers (suppliers and offshore captives) and an additional 65,000-75,000 in domestic captives1 of 
South African FS companiesSouth African FS companies  

The FS BPO service providers in South Africa have credible delivery maturity:
240 clients being served across FS industry sub-verticals
Front-office is a key strength with about 6,000 employees across inbound and outbound functions
Significant back office activity also exists with about 5000 employees and 12 service providers servicingSignificant back-office activity also exists, with about 5000 employees and 12 service providers servicing 
clients in the back-office space
75% of outsource-able FS back-office processes are being performed

While the focus to date has been on the domestic market, offshore activity is also emerging, with ~2900 
l i ff h li temployees serving offshore clients:

Back-office services constitute almost 50% of all offshore jobs, with evidence of complex, high-end 
services, like investment administration, being delivered from South Africa

The overall BPO industry in South Africa continues to deliver robust cost benefits and is meeting clients’ 
lit d i l l t ti I dditi it i l i t d li b i b fit b d l b
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quality and service level expectations. In addition, it is evolving to deliver business benefits beyond labour 
arbitrage1 as evidenced by numerous case studies

1 Defined in Appendix
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Overview of the BPO terminology used (page 1 of 2)
Types of players and coverage in the report

Section 3.1: Industry overview

The South African Financial Services BPO service provider industry comprises third-party 
suppliers1 and offshore captives

Thi d li S i id d li i BPO

Covered in this section2

(Section III)

Third-party suppliers: Service providers delivering BPO 
services to domestic and/or offshore clients

Offshore captives: Entities in South Africa set-up by 
global financial services firms that deliver offshore BPO g oba a c a se ces s t at de e o s o e O
services to their parent organizations

Covered in Section IVDomestic captives: Front-office and back-office divisions 
of South African Financial Services firms

Another key segment is domestic captives

of South African Financial Services firms
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1 Defined in Appendix
2 The analysis in Section III is based on the research questionnaire administered and interviews conducted with service providers



Overview of the BPO terminology used (page 2 of 2)
BPO functions

Section 3.1: Industry overview

BPO

Front-office Back-office

Front-office Corporate 
services

Industry-specific 
back-office

KPO/analytics

Inbound
O tb d

Finance & 
A ti

Retail banking
I

Research & 
l ti

Functions

Sub-functions/
ti l Outbound Accounting

Human 
Resources
Procurement

Insurance
Asset management

analytics
Data 
management

verticals

Insurance example

Claims 
processing

Policy 
servicing

Business 
origination

Product 
development

Processes

Actuarial data 
processing
Actuarial 
analysis

Proposals
Policy creation
Underwriting
Policy

Financial and 
customer info 
changes
Records

Requirements 
gathering
Claims review
Claims

Sub-processes
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analysis 
and review

Policy 
issuance
Regulatory 
management

Records 
management

Claims 
adjustment and 
disbursements
Claims litigation



A number of global firms and local service providers 
have invested in South Africa to serve domestic and 
offshore clients NOT EXHAUSTIVE

Section 3.1: Industry overview

offshore clients NOT EXHAUSTIVE

Sykes sets up 
ll t i A t t t

20051997 2001 20031999 2007

call center in 
partnership 
with Unisys

Accenture starts 
BPO offering 
from SA

Teleperformance 
sets up in SA

Merchants set up 
BPO work in SA

GlobalTeleSales set up 
in June 1999. 100% 
subsidiary of Lufthansa 
Germany. First foreign 
call centre in SA

IBM starts BPO 
services

Teletech sets up 
500+ seater in 
Cape Town

Budget (Fusion 
Outsourcing) set 
up captive in 
Cape Town in 
Nov 2003
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The BPO industry is poised for growth with several public and private sector initiatives focused on attracting more offshore 
business to South Africa



The service provider BPO industry in South Africa 
employs ~30,000 people overall

OVERALL BPO EMPLOYEES

Section 3.1: Industry overview

Service provider BPO industry in South Africa
2008; Number of employees split by client 
geography served

OVERALL BPO EMPLOYEES

Key facts about the South African 
service provider1 BPO industry

Employment: ~30,000 jobs overall, 
~8000 jobs for offshore clients
Key client geographies: UK U S25%

Offshore: 
7-8,000

100% = ~30,000

Key client geographies: UK, U.S., 
Africa
Key client verticals: FS, 
Telecommunications, Retail
Key service segments: Front-office 
customer service and sales, 
Industry-specific back-office services
Delivery footprint: eight locations; key 
ones being Johannesburg, Cape 
Town and Durban

75%
Domestic: 
22-23,000

Town and Durban

The BPO programme has a target of creating 100,000 direct and indirect offshore jobs. 
~40,000 jobs have been contracted over the 2009-2011 period
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1 Includes suppliers and offshore captives
Sources: C3 Africa study; Deloitte Calling the Cape study; Everest-Letsema analysis; Business Trust Quarterly Report Mar 2008; the dti



There are multiple established BPO service delivery 
locations across South Africa

OVERALL BPO EMPLOYEES

Section 3.1: Industry overview

BPO Service Provider’s Overall Employee 
distribution across cities
Number of employees, CAGR

30 000 52 000100% = 32%

Compounded 
Annual Growth Rate

OVERALL BPO EMPLOYEES

10%
10%
7%

2%
East London

Others1

30,000 ~52,000100% = 

33%

122%

32%

Service providers actively 
considering expansion in 
newer locations in 

ddi i h di i l

18%

25%
25%

Cape Town

Durban
32%

addition to the traditional 
ones

44%

18%
25%

Johannesburg

Cape Town
Significant player 
expansions planned in 
Cape Town

54%

44%
33%

FY 2008 - current FY 2010 - planned

Johannesburg
14%
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FY 2008  current FY 2010  planned

1 Includes towns of Klerksdorp, Polokwane, Kimberly, Worcester in South Africa 
Source: Questionnaire responses



The Financial Services BPO service provider industry in 
South Africa employs ~11,000 people; this market size is 
comparable to other emerging offshore destinations

Section 3.1: Financial Services BPO market size

comparable to other emerging offshore destinations
South Africa service provider1 FS BPO market 
2008; Number of employees in ‘000s

10-11~3-4

Domestic

Offshore

~7.1

~2.5-3

~0.5-1

Comparable FS BPO service provider size 
in other global sourcing destinations 
(‘000 of employees):

Jamaica: 2-3
Romania: 5-7

~5.2

~7.5-8 Romania: 5 7
Czech Republic: 7-10
Malaysia: 13-15
Argentina: 20-25
Philippines: 120-140
India: 370-400

Research study 
participants

TotalOther small 
scale players

~2.5-3~1.9
While smaller than India and Philippines, 
scale of South African service provider 
FS BPO industry is comparable to other 
offshore destinations

Estimated to constitute ~30-40% of the market
Estimate based on

Prior research studies on South Africa BPO market (C3 Africa Contact Centre study)
Secondary data sources from other offshore markets

participants scale players
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Secondary data sources from other offshore markets 

1 Includes suppliers and offshore captives
Sources: Questionnaire responses, Everest-Letsema analysis



The overall South African Financial Services-focused 
industry has established significant scale, especially if 
the domestic captives are taken into account

Section 3.1: Financial Services BPO market size

the domestic captives are taken into account
South Africa FS BPO service provider and domestic captive industry
2008, Number of employees in ‘000s

~65-75

45-50 Back-office

65 75

Front-office20-25
~10-11 Reflective of future 

potential and skills, 
not current service 

BPO service providers
Suppliers
Offshore captives

Domestic FS captives

Focus of Section III Focus of Section IV

provider industry 
maturity 
Typically not added 
into service provider 
industry market size

(current section)
industry market size

~11,000 employees in service providers (suppliers and offshore 
captives) and an additional 65,000-75,000 in domestic captives
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captives) and an additional 65,000 75,000 in domestic captives

Sources: Questionnaire responses; interviews with leading industry players; PWC banking survey 2007; other secondary research reports; 
Everest-Letsema analysis
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Services provided cut across multiple sub-verticals 
within Financial Services

Section 3.2: Key facts on Financial Services BPO service delivery in South Africa

SERVICE PROVIDERS = SUPPLIERS AND OFFSHORE CAPTIVES

FS BPO employee split by sub-verticals
Number of employees

18%

Asset 
management Retail

p y
100% = 11,000

18%
27%

g Retail 
banking 

55%
Insurance

All three sub-verticals are being served; with Insurance being the largest

50
Sources: Questionnaire responses; Interviews with leading service providers



While there are clear strengths in front-office across 
both outbound and inbound voice services; significant 
back office work also exists

Section 3.2: Key facts on Financial Services BPO service delivery in South Africa

back-office work also exists

FS BPO employee split by BPO functions
Number of employees

SERVICE PROVIDERS = SUPPLIERS AND OFFSHORE CAPTIVES

5%2%
%

p y

Inbound

KPO
Corporate services

100% = 11,000

40%

20%

Industry 
ifi

Inbound 

fic
e 

(5
3%

)

fic
e 

(4
7%

)

33%

40%specific
back-
office

Outbound

Fr
on

t o
ff

B
ac

k 
of

f

The industry has ~6,000 employees in front-office and ~5,000 employees in back-office functions
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Within back-office, industry-specific back-office services form the predominant segment

Sources: Questionnaire responses; Interviews with leading service providers



A significant number of clients are being served across 
all FS sub-verticals and functions

Section 3.2: Key facts on Financial Services BPO service delivery in South Africa

FS BPO active client relationships FS BPO active client contracts split across 
BPO functions

SERVICE PROVIDERS = SUPPLIERS AND OFFSHORE CAPTIVES

124

97

156

129

split by sub-vertical
Number of clients

BPO functions
Number of clients

70

97

61
86

129

Retail Asset Insurance Front-office Corporate
i

Industry-
ifi

KPO
banking management services specific

back-office

Over 60 FS clients being served in each area
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Over 60 FS clients being served in each area

Sources: Questionnaire responses; Interviews with leading service providers



Most service providers are focused on a single 
function, with the bulk of activity in the front-office 
space

Section 3.2: Key facts on Financial Services BPO service delivery in South Africa

SERVICE PROVIDERS SUPPLIERS AND OFFSHORE CAPTIVESspace
Incidence of service providers serving active 
FS clients
Percentage of service providers; n=23

Breadth of FS BPO offerings across 
functions1

Percentage of service providers, n=23

SERVICE PROVIDERS = SUPPLIERS AND OFFSHORE CAPTIVES

63%Min 2 Only 1 function
48

39

Front-office (inbound)

Front-office (outbound)

16%

5%

Min 3

All 4 

2 functions

3 functions

26

26

Insurance
-specific services

F & A

16%4th QtrAll 4 functions

17

13

Retail banking
-specific services

Asset management
-specific services

13

Nearly two-thirds of all service providers are specialists, focusing on a single function, e.g. front-office 
services Almost half of the FS-focused service provider industry offers voice-based services

KPO

53

services. Almost half of the FS focused service provider industry offers voice based services

1 Functions include front-office services, corporate services, KPO/Analytics and industry-specific back-office services
Sources: Questionnaire responses; Interviews with leading service providers



While the primary focus has been on the domestic 
market till date, offshore activity is also emerging

Section 3.2: Key facts on Financial Services BPO service delivery in South Africa

SERVICE PROVIDERS SUPPLIERS AND OFFSHORE CAPTIVES
FS BPO Employee split by client geography
Number of employees

~2900 employees

Offshore FS BPO landscape

SERVICE PROVIDERS = SUPPLIERS AND OFFSHORE CAPTIVES

p y

~26 offshore clients

~50% of service providers have active offshore 
clients

100% = 11,000

Offshore activity mostly in Insurance and asset 
management

Most functions served at some level
Front office (inbound and outbound)

73% 27%Domestic Offshore

Front office (inbound and outbound)
Corporate services (F&A)
Industry Back-office (insurance and asset 
management)

27% of Financial Services BPO employees in service providers do work for offshore clients

54
Sources: Questionnaire responses; Interviews with leading service providers



The offshore business is largely driven by captives and 
local suppliers

Section 3.2: Key facts on Financial Services BPO service delivery in South Africa

SERVICE PROVIDERS SUPPLIERS AND OFFSHORE CAPTIVES

Offshore FS BPO employee split by type of 
service provider 
N b f l

FS BPO Employee split by client geography
Number of employees

SERVICE PROVIDERS = SUPPLIERS AND OFFSHORE CAPTIVES

Number of employees

10%
Global suppliers

100% = 2,900100% = 11,000

45%

45% Local 
suppliers73% 27%Domestic Offshore

45%
Offshore FS

captives

45% of the offshore scale is accounted for by offshore captives, and another 45% by local suppliers (i.e. of 
South African origin). Global suppliers are yet to leverage South Africa for offshore FS BPO work in a 
i ifi t
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significant manner

Sources: Questionnaire responses; Interviews with leading service providers



The bulk of international revenues are derived from UK-based 
clients with evidence of work being done for U.S. and the rest 
of Africa

Section 3.2: Key facts on Financial Services BPO service delivery in South Africa

SERVICE PROVIDERS SUPPLIERS AND OFFSHORE CAPTIVESof Africa

FS BPO mix for offshore 
business
Employees, revenue

Percentage of service 
providers serving each 
offshore geography
N b f id 11

FS BPO Employee split by client geography
Number of employees

SERVICE PROVIDERS = SUPPLIERS AND OFFSHORE CAPTIVES

14%

5%
25%

5%

Others1

Number of providers; n=11

UK 73%
100% = 11,000

75%

8%

23%

USA

Rest 
of Africa USA

Rest of

18%
73% 27%Domestic Offshore

43%

75%

UK
Others1

Rest of 
Africa

18%

27%

43% of all offshore employees work for UK-based clients, accounting for 75% of all offshore revenue. While 
the rest of Africa accounts for 23% of offshore employees, revenue-wise it accounts only for 5% of all offshore 

f FS BPO i id

Employees Revenues
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revenues of FS BPO service providers

1 Other offshore client locations include Continental Europe, Middle East etc.
Sources: Questionnaire responses; Interviews with leading service providers



There is evidence of complex, high end back-office 
work being delivered from South Africa for offshore 
clients

Section 3.2: Key facts on Financial Services BPO service delivery in South Africa

SERVICE PROVIDERS SUPPLIERS AND OFFSHORE CAPTIVESclients
Examples of complex back-office services being delivered for offshore clients

Scale: 160 FTEs

Global supplier Global investment bank

Scale: 500 FTEs

Insurance major

Scale: 430 FTEs

SERVICE PROVIDERS = SUPPLIERS AND OFFSHORE CAPTIVES

Scale: 160 FTEs
Insurance BPO: 120 FTEs
Analytics: 40 FTEs

Target: 100% offshore 
(U.S., UK)
Scope

Scale: 500 FTEs
450 supporting 18 
domestic SA clients
50 offshore FTEs

Target
Predominantly domestic

Scale: 430 FTEs
Target: 100% offshore (UK)
Scope: End-to-end insurance 
operations, comprising

Front-office
– Contact centerScope 

Life Administration
Legacy transformation
Actuarial
Product development

Predominantly domestic 
and some offshore
Clients include AMCs and 
other trading entities

Scope
Investment management

– Contact center
– Medical management
Back-office
– Quotation
– Underwriting

New business processingInvestment management
Trade processing
Funds accounting
Accounting, Tax and 
regulatory compliance

– New business processing
– Policy pack production
– Broker support services
– Commission calculation
– Premium collection & admin.

Loyalty administration

The offshore work delivered from South Africa is split evenly across front-office and back-office, each 
accounting for 50% of offshore employees. There are examples of early successes in delivering 

l b k ffi k f ff h i ll i i d t t

– Loyalty administration
– Financial management
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complex back-office work for offshore, especially in insurance and asset management

1 Defined in Appendix
Sources: Questionnaire responses; Interviews with leading service providers
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The Financial Services BPO service provider landscape 
in South Africa was analysed across multiple 
dimensions in order to assess relative maturity across 

Section 3.3: Capabilities in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

dimensions in order to assess relative maturity across 
functions

Number of

SERVICE PROVIDERS = SUPPLIERS AND OFFSHORE CAPTIVES

Analysis for all key functions 
Front-office
Corporate services
– Finance & accounting
– Human resources

Number of 
providers 
offering 
service

Number ofScale – Procurement
KPO/analytics
Industry-specific services1

– Retail banking
– Insurance

Number of 
clients 
served

Scale 
(Number of 
employees)

Supply 
mat rit Insurance

– Asset management
Stages of supply maturity

Nascent: Very few providers; low scale
Emerging: Few providers; growing scale
Credible: Several providers; medium

Breath and 
depth of 
service 

Number of 
years of 

experience

maturity

Credible: Several providers; medium 
scale; variety of service offerings1

Mature: Many providers; large scale; 
evolved service offerings

offeringexperience

Process 
complexity

59
1 Defined in Appendix



Service provider capabilities were understood at 
various levels

Section 3.3: Capabilities in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

BPO

Front-office Back-office

Front-office Corporate 
services

Industry-specific 
back-office

KPO/analytics

Inbound
O tb d

Finance & 
A ti

Retail banking
I

Research & 
l ti

Functions

Sub-
f ti /

1

2
Outbound Accounting

Human 
Resources
Procurement

Insurance
Asset management

analytics
Data 
management

functions/
verticals

Insurance example

Claims 
processing

Policy 
servicing

Business 
origination

Product 
development

Processes3

Actuarial data 
processing
Actuarial 
analysis

Proposals
Policy creation
Underwriting
Policy issuance

Financial and 
customer info 
changes
Records

Requirements 
gathering
Claims review
Claims

Sub-
processes

4
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analysis 
and review

Policy issuance
Regulatory 
management

Records 
management

Claims 
adjustment and 
disbursements
Claims litigation



Front-office and industry-specific back-office are 
relatively more evolved compared to corporate 
services and KPO functions F nction >> S b ertical >> Process

Section 3.3: Capabilities in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

services and KPO functions

Front-office 1 850 Inbound

5,505

12957% Credible

Percentage of service providers
n=23

FS BPO Scale (employees)
Total = 11,000

Number of active 
client contracts

Overall maturity 
classificationFunctions

Function >>   Sub-vertical >>   Process

Corporate

3,655
1,850 Inbound

Outbound

519
11HR

Corporate 
services 8630% Nascent

4,724

508
F&A

Asset

Industry-specific 
back-office 14339% Emerging

228

Banking

Insurance

Asset
management

1,752

1,768

1,204

While the overall scale of industry-specific back-office is comparable to front-office, industry-

KPO / 
Analytics

KPO/Analytics
6117% Nascent228
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specific processes are quite diverse and are spread across FS sub-verticals

Note: Includes suppliers and offshore captives focused on FS
Sources: Questionnaire responses; Interviews with leading service providers



All inbound customer service and outbound sales and 
collections processes are being supported by service 
providers in South Africa F nction >> S b f nction >> Process

Section 3.3: Capabilities in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

providers in South Africa Function >>   Sub-function >>   Process

Inbound

Sub-function 
>> Process

Percentage of service 
providers, n=23

Average experience 
(years)

Number of active 
client contracts

Customer data 
acquisition

Inbound customer
Key successes: 
Customer

4432% 5.7

Inbound customer 
service

Inbound sales

Customer 
requirements 
fulfillment, enquiry 
handling, issue 
management

30

1016%

28%

4 8

6.7

Outbound sales 
and marketing

Outbound
Key successes: 
Outbound telesales, 
t l k ti

10

47

16%

28% 4.9

4.8

g

Customer surveys 
and satisfaction

telemarketing 
campaigns, 
collection and 
reminder calling 612% 3.7
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Note: Includes suppliers and offshore captives focused on FS
Sources: Questionnaire responses; Interviews with leading service providers



Amongst industry-specific back-office processes, 
insurance-specific services are a key strength

F nction >> S b ertical >> Process

Section 3.3: Capabilities in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

Percentage of service providers
n=23Sub-verticals

Percentage of outsource-
able processes served

56% (19 out of 34 major

Function >>   Sub-vertical >>   Process

Number of active 
client contracts

Retail banking 13%
56% (19 out of 34 major 
outsource-able 
processes)

16

Insurance 26%
96% (24 out of 25 
major outsource-able 
processes)

38

Asset management 13%
85% (17 out of 20 
major outsource-able 
processes)

189

processes)

While retail banking has greater scale (employee-wise) compared to asset management, service providers 
demonstrate higher process coverage and cater to more complex, analytical processes in the asset 
management space
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management space

Note: Includes suppliers and offshore captives focused on FS
Sources: Questionnaire responses; Interviews with leading service providers



Service providers in South Africa cater to nearly all 
major insurance back-office processes

Section 3.3: Capabilities in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

Service being provided

Key success area

se
s

P d t B i P li i i Cl i
Health 
I

Though on a small scale, there is evidence 
of high value-added work in areas like 
product development

At least 5 suppliers have insurance 
transaction processing experience, currently 
serving 14 clients for over 6-7 years

Function >>   Sub-vertical >>   Process

Pr
oc

es

Actuarial analysis

Product 
development

Business 
origination

Policy servicing 
and reporting

Claims 
processing

Insurance 
specific 
processes

Plan 
design

Actuarial data 
processing

Proposals, 
illustrations

Agent and broker

Claims requirement 
gathering and data 
capture

Policy servicing –
financial

Polic records Eligibility

s

Actuarial analysis 
and review

Agent and broker 
management

Regulatory and 
compliance 
management

Claims 
management

Claims review and 
investigation 
(adjudication)

Policy records 
management

Eligibility 
services

Revenue cycle 
management

Denial 

Eligibility enquiry and 
verification

Su
b-

pr
oc

es
se

s

Initial policy
creation

(adjudication)

Underwriting

Claims adjustment & 
disbursements

Fraud detection & 
management Medical records 

Healthcare collections

management

S

Policy issuance

Member enrollment

Premium collection 
and accounting

management

Claims litigation, 
recovery/subrogation

management
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Member enrollment 
and management

Note: Includes suppliers and offshore captives focused on FS
Sources: Questionnaire responses; Interviews with leading service providers



Service providers in South Africa cater to over half the 
major retail banking back-office processes

Service being providedKey success area

Section 3.3: Capabilities in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

Product design Loan disbursement

Product 
development

Business 
origination

Account 
servicing

Treasury 
operations

Control/ 
Compliance

Merchant 
services

Transfer pricing setApplication Regulatory Credit evaluation

Function >>   Sub-vertical >>   Process

Pr
oc

es
se

s

Product design 
and pilot

Product set-up on 
the accounts

Loan disbursement Transfer pricing set 
up and 
management

Risk management

Merchant billing 
and reporting

Claims 
management

Application 
processing

Order management 
Credit bureau 
management

Regulatory 
reporting

KYC

Credit evaluation

Payment 
processing

FX services

Product renewals

Credit evaluation 
and underwriting

Collateral 

Funding evaluation 
and analysis

and processing

Reconciliation and 
position tracking 
(MIS)

g

Investigations

Fraud 
management

C

Statement 
processing

Collections & bad 
loan mgmt

Product renewals
evaluation

Credit approval

pr
oc

es
se

s

Exception handling 
and analysis

Claims 
managementAccount closure

Clearing and 
settlement

Cash handling

Account opening, 
set-up and 
customer 
on-boarding

Su
b-

p

g

Trade finance/LC

Records mgmt.

Loyalty mgmt.
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Account servicing is a key success area with over 50 retail banking clients being served 

Note: Includes suppliers and offshore captives focused on FS
Sources: Questionnaire responses; Interviews with leading service providers



Nearly 85% of major asset management back-office 
processes are supported by service providers in South 
Africa Service being provided

Section 3.3: Capabilities in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

Africa

Application Fund

Business 
acquisition

Investment 
operations

Shareholder Regulatory

Control/ 
compliance

Broker/

Channel 
manageme
nt

OrderProduct designPr
oc

es
se

s

Function >>   Sub-vertical >>   Process

Product 
development

Fund 
administration

Registrar/ 
transfer agency

Account 
opening, set-up 
and customer 
on-boarding

Application 
processing

Fund 
accounting & 
NAV 
calculations

Cash & trade 
allocation to

Shareholder 
records 
maintenance

Fund cash flow 
tracking & 
management

Regulatory 
reporting

Broker/ 
advisor/sub-
custodian 
license mgmt. 
and 
compensation

Fraud 
management

Investigations

Order 
management 
and payment 
processing

Trade 
reconciliation

Product design 
and pilot

Product set-up 
on the 
accounts

on boarding

Service fee 
calculation & 
customer billing

allocation to 
funds

management

Reference data 
management

Corporate 
actions 

greconciliation 
and settlement

Risk 
management

pr
oc

es
se

s

Customer data 
management

(mandatory, 
voluntary, proxy

Auditing and 
exception 
management

Su
b-

p

Though this is a relatively nascent segment, with only three service providers operating, 

management 
(customer 
master, a/c 
closure, etc.)
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g y g , y p p g,
there is evidence of complex, analytical work being done in this space

Note: Includes suppliers and offshore captives focused on FS
Sources: Questionnaire responses; Interviews with leading service providers



Though limited in scale, there is evidence of a few 
service providers delivering back-office corporate 
services and KPO/Analytics Function >> Sub-function

Section 3.3: Capabilities in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

services and KPO/Analytics Function   >>   Sub-function

Function >> 
Sub-function

Average experience 
Years

Number of active 
client contracts

Corporate services

Percentage of service providers 
n = 23

21

16Human resource 
management

Finance accounting 
and administration

6.7

9.3

16%

12%

10Procurement 7.08%

31Research 
and analytics

KPO/Analytics

4.116%

29Data 
management 10.0

Corporate services and KPO functions are still relatively nascent

20%
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Note: Includes suppliers and offshore captives focused on FS
Sources: Questionnaire responses; Interviews with leading service providers



Service providers in South Africa have invested in 
multiple tools and technology solutions for better 
service delivery SERVICE PROVIDERS SUPPLIERS AND OFFSHORE CAPTIVES

Section 3.3: Capabilities in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

service delivery
Key tools and technology solutions Illustrations

Interaction centres

Customer service technology that 

A leading South African contact center service provider offers hosted solutions 
to its clients, whereby the call center infrastructure (hardware, software) 
resides in a hosted island managed by the provider on behalf of

SERVICE PROVIDERS = SUPPLIERS AND OFFSHORE CAPTIVES

allows agents to respond to 
customer queries or conduct 
telesales, including CRM, IVR, ACD, 
Predictive Dialer etc.

resides in a hosted island managed by the provider on behalf of 
the client. The client call center agents connect to the remote environment 
using an IP-based link. While the client benefits from reduced in-house 
setup and maintenance costs, the provider maintains best-in-class SLAs 
like ‘99.8% up-time’ and ‘4 hr MTTR1

P d ti it t l A leading contact center solutions provider leverages its custom-builtProductivity tools

Systems that optimize productivity 
and maximize utilization through 
improved call routing, e.g. workforce 
management

A leading contact center solutions provider leverages its custom-built 
campaign management application for conducting outbound voice 
telemarketing campaigns on behalf of its clients

Workflow engines

Automation systems that help 
define, execute, and monitor 
business processes

A major back-office captive deployed workflows to automate high-volume, 
repetitive, transactional work, that enabled straight-through-processing of 
customer requests

p

Analytical engines

Tools that enable organizations to 
better understand customer needs, 
e g CRM analytics

A captive organization designed and implemented a web-based solution for its 
parent’s customers to log into and view a summary dashboard of their 
portfolio amongst other features like FAQ2, web-based offers

68

e.g. CRM analytics

1 Mean Time To Resolve
2 Frequently Asked Questions

Sources: Questionnaire responses; Interviews with leading service providers



Service providers are also starting to approach 
standards and certifications at individual, enterprise 
and industry levels SERVICE PROVIDERS SUPPLIERS AND OFFSHORE CAPTIVES

Section 3.3: Capabilities in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

and industry levels

Evidence of specialized skills across the industry
20+ certified actuaries

Individual-level

SERVICE PROVIDERS = SUPPLIERS AND OFFSHORE CAPTIVES

20+ certified actuaries
90+ LOMA certified professionals

Approximately 130 Six Sigma professionals, including 
Black Belts, Green Belts, Yellow Belts The South African BPO industry has worked for 3 

years with the South African Bureau of Standards to

Industry-level

Key certifications of South African BPO providers
FAIS FSP: Financial Advisory and Intermediary 
Services Act of 2002

years with the South African Bureau of Standards to 
develop internationally focused and aligned, industry-
specific standards for BPO

These officially launched on 30 October 2008 as 
SANS 990 Parts 1,2,3 and  deal with Inbound, 

Enterprise-level

Services Act of 2002
FICA: Financial Intelligence Centre Act of 2001
FSB: Financial Services Board

Other enterprise-level certifications being targeted 
include

Outbound centres and back-office operations

The ISO organisation is considering using these 
standards  for the first global ISO standard for BPO

ISO 9001 or its variants being implemented by a 
few service providers
COPC for VMO (Vendor Management 
Organisation) and CSP (Customer Service 
Provider) being pursued by a front-office player
SOX
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SOX

Sources: Questionnaire responses; Interviews with leading service providers
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Several examples and case studies demonstrate that 
service providers in South Africa are delivering value 
beyond labour arbitrage

Section 3.4: Case studies that illustrate value being delivered

Example of net cost advantage 
delivered to client over time by 
offshoring to South Africa

beyond labour arbitrage

Cost 
arbitrage

Example of BPO 
work supporting 
sophisticated 
products complex

Unique value proposition 
delivered to client 
(e.g. supporting 
new or faster 

g

Strong 
domain 
skills

Innovation
products, complex 
processes

Example of high

product development)
skills

Example of high 
Quality of Service 
delivered as 
compared to 
baseline (e.g. 

Technology leveraged to 
drive process 
transformation

High quality 
of service

Technology 
leverage

Example of a South African 
supplier complementing other 
offshore destinations in a global

Improved FCR, 
CSAT, reduced 
TATs, higher sales 
conversion ratios)

Global 
delivery 
footprint
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offshore destinations in a global 
service delivery environment

footprint

Source: Interviews with leading service providers



Case study: Offshore funds administration for an 
investment bank resulting into up to 50% cost savings Cost 

arbitrage

Section 3.4: Case studies that illustrate value being delivered

A large, multi-national, global bank won business in Western Europe and as a result had to create mid to back-office 
administrative support positions. However, it did not have a local talent pool with adequate systems knowledge

Situation

Avoided hiring and training staff on IT systems and 
processes onshore

Results

The bank’s administrative back-office team of 8 
FTEs in South Africa provided the following services

Trade ticket confirmation and matching
Funds reconciliation

Solution

Tracking of corporate actions (like stock splits)
Tracking of income events
Subscriptions / Redemptions
Price sourcing and scrubbing
Exception checking
NAV l l ti

The provider was able to 
NAV calculation

After completion of the above services, the back-
office hands back to the onshore team for oversight, 
funds movement and release in compliance with EU 
norms

p
reduce costs by 50% by 

offshoring to South Africa

72
Source: Case studies based on service providers’ experiences in South Africa



Case study: Complex, high-end back-office services 
being delivered from South Africa to an offshore 
banking client

Strong 
domai
n skills

Section 3.4: Case studies that illustrate value being delivered

banking client

The banking client needed to replace it’s legacy system used for funds administration as it was proving to be a 
handicap because of its limited functionality

Situation

n skills

Increased capabilities through processes, people 
and systems
Reduced overall costs and better control over costs
Improved product and fee capabilities

Results

In addition to a technology platform, the South 
African supplier also provided a service delivery 
proposition, which the client agreed to contract
While the scope for IT involved implementation of 

Solution

p p p
Improved turn around times
Better time to market (down to 1-2 months from 3-6 
months witnessed earlier)
Better capabilities along product distribution (i.e. 
how to remunerate channels, make payments 
th h i t ti ith t t t )

p p
the new solution, the scope for BPO included 
provision of full fund administration services for a 
range of open and closed-ended fund entities for 
both retail and institutional customers of the bank, 
globally
P t d f ff h i l d through integration with payment gateways etc.)

Improved governance through a variety of 
management reporting

Processes supported from offshore include
Share holder administration and communication
Fee / Commission calculations and disbursement

30-40 FTEs managing assets worth R 100 billion 
(~US$12.5 billion) spreading across 30,000 clients 
and institutions
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and institutions

Source: Case studies based on service providers’ experiences in South Africa



Case study: Direct sales for a global financial services 
firm resulting in improved sales conversions and 
customer satisfaction

Quality 
of 

service

Section 3.4: Case studies that illustrate value being delivered

customer satisfaction

UK-based, international financial services group was keen to test South Africa 
as an outsourcing destination by benchmarking against a UK-based internal call centre

Situation

service

Understand whether culturally, a South African supplier could connect with their customers and generate sales 
income
Determine whether a SA-based supplier could provide comparable or better sales performance than the UK centre
Understand the impact on customer satisfaction

New agents were targeted with 2 sales per day 
(SPD); within the first week, the SA agents were 
already at 4 SPD, the operating target for 
experienced agents

Results

A team travelled to the UK to understand the client’s 
specific requirements in terms of operations, 
including dialer management, as well as training
20 FTEs assigned to the programme underwent 

Solution

p g
SA average ~5 SPD (UK average ~4 SPD)
Highest SPD achieved by a SA agent was 33, with 
a quality score of 95% (UK top achiever ~18 SPD)
SA dialer conversion rate of 16% (UK ~5-10%)
Overall customer satisfaction increased from 70% 
t 80%

g p g
specific sales training and the necessary 
background security checks

to 80%

Client commissioned additional 
programme of 24 FTEs for selling a 

suite of insurance products
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Source: Case studies based on service providers’ experiences in South Africa



Case study: End-to-end execution from sales to 
fulfillment for a major bank resulting in higher 
persistency and better collections

Quality 
of 

service

Section 3.4: Case studies that illustrate value being delivered

persistency and better collections

The service provider was conducting outbound insurance sales campaigns for the banking client
While the client was satisfied with the sales performance, the poor quality back-office work (done in-house by the 

Situation

service

client) was leaving customers dissatisfied with the overall experience

Improved collection ratios – 100% improvement 
noted in the first 3 months
Higher persistency – 75% success on the 
Retentions of unpaid clients

Results

The client handed over the back-office work to the 
service provider 
The service provider launched a non-voice team of 
15-20 FTEs to perform the following functions

Solution

p
Better customer satisfaction – achieved 47.5% over 
and above clients results

p g
Issuing of policy documents
Handling post-sales customer servicing
Claims management
Retention of clients’ with rejected debit orders

In addition, the service provider also undertook
R i d lli f i tReminder calling for premium payments
A unique service called ‘Any-day debit’ which 
allowed insurance premium debits to be collected 
from the customer any day of the week
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Source: Case studies based on service providers’ experiences in South Africa



Case study: Third-party administration for a global 
reinsurance major, complementing other delivery 
locations in U S  and India

Global 
delivery 
footprint

Section 3.4: Case studies that illustrate value being delivered

The client is a major global reinsurance player with over 60 businesses worldwide
The client had outsourced a significant portion of its customer servicing function to the service provider

Situation

locations in U.S. and India footprint

The service provider deployed a multi-location team 
across its delivery network encompassing 4 delivery 
centres in the U.S., 2 in South Africa, 2 in India
Calls and emails received in the U.S. were scanned 

Higher productivity and greater efficiencies 
(reduced ‘Turn Around Times’) through round-the-
clock operation
Reduced costs by 50-70% through offshoring to 

ResultsSolution

and indexed in SA and India through effective use of 
queues and workflows
Low value, high volume work was queued to India, 
while SA catered to high value, low volume work
A Business Continuity Planning diversion was put in 
l t h d f l ti f il h th t SA

y g g
South Africa and India
Improved customer satisfaction scores
Access to specialized skills
Reduced risk through fail-over procedures

place to hedge for location failures, such that SA 
could cater to the work traffic diverted from India 
and U.S., in the event that either location failed
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Source: Case studies based on service providers’ experiences in South Africa



Case study: Process improvement delivered through 
complex, legacy system transformation for a UK-based 
life insurance client

Tech 
leverage

Section 3.4: Case studies that illustrate value being delivered

life insurance client

Traditionally a Life Insurance player, the client had won a contract and subsequently ventured into the third-party 
administration business. However their legacy system was inadequate to support the new business and moreover, 

Situation

old, unsupported, with little to no documentation
The client developed a custom application and needed the service provider’s help with data migration into the custom 
platform

Reduced mitigation costs
Reduced migration effort cost by offshoring
Reduced time to market
Additional system functionalities provide greater 

Results

The service provider deployed business analysts to 
understand how the 2000+ insurance products were 
configured in the legacy system
These products were then modelled into the target 

Solution

y p g
flexibility in admin processes

p g
system
Data migration/ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) 
programs were used to export data from the legacy 
system and import into the target system
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Source: Case studies based on service providers’ experiences in South Africa



Case study: Executing sales of innovative, customized 
credit cards for a Fortune 500 company resulting in 
very high conversion rates

Innovation

Section 3.4: Case studies that illustrate value being delivered

very high conversion rates

One of the top 10 bankcard issuers in the U.S. was keen to establish a consortium of service providers, who compete 
against each other, in order to drive sales performance excellence in the credit card customer acquisition arena

Situation

The firm ran an RFP process with 300 global service providers and selected a South Africa-based supplier as one of 4 
global service providers and the only one outside North America

The SA supplier offers the lowest cost base in the 
client’s supplier network
It went on to win the “Supplier of the Month” award 
within the first six months of operation and the team 

Results

26 FTEs conducting inbound credit card sales and 
application processing

Provides customers the flexibility of building a 
custom credit card as per their unique 

Solution

p
has doubled to 57 FTEs
Top agents are achieving average weekly sales 
conversions of US$75-$100, handling between 5-6 
calls per hour
Client satisfaction with accent neutrality
“P l ” ll t fl h b t d t

p q
requirements
Requires agents to apply a lot of judgment while 
jointly exploring the suitable option for the 
customer
Work with credit limits, interest rates, loyalty 
b fit d th t P i i i “Paperless” call centre floor has been created to 

meet client’s IT Risk requirements
benefits and other parameters. Pricing engine 
decides solution based on customer choices

Operations between 07h00 and 19h00 EST, 
(i.e. 14h00 and 02h00 (SA)), 7 X 365
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Source: Case studies based on service providers’ experiences in South Africa
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Section IV: Potential for growth in Financial Services BPO

Section IV: Key messages

The fundamental strengths and talent pool in South Africa’s domestic Financial Services sector 
presents significant growth opportunities for Financial Services BPO 

D ti Fi i l S i ti h b ilt i ifi t l d h b ti likDomestic Financial Services captives have built significant scale and have been operating like 
“BPO” entities (e.g. through defined Service Level Agreements). These captives have demonstrated 
distinctive capabilities, especially in the areas of process improvement and Six-Sigma 

In addition, the sizeable pool of specialized skills and qualifications in the market (e.g. Actuaries, , p p q ( g ,
Chartered Financial Analysts) position South Africa well for Financial Services BPO

Also, the domestic Financial Services sector provides a large talent pool with domain skills driven by
Domestic Financial Services products and regulations that are similar to developed markets (e.g. 
the UK)the UK)
Advanced technology adoption in the domestic sector
Ability to relate to financial products based on personal ownership, given high penetration of 
financial products in the domestic market
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South Africa has strengths in terms of its talent pool in 
the domestic Financial Services sector

Section IV: Potential for growth in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

BPO experience 
in domestic 
captives

Domestic Financial Services captives 
have built large scale and are operating 
like BPO entities 
These captives have developed distinctive

Large talent pool in 
d ti Fi i l

These captives have developed distinctive 
capabilities (e.g. in process efficiency, Six-
Sigma)

Specialized 
skills and 
qualifications

domestic Financial 
Services sector 
with relevant 
knowledge and 
skills

Universities provide Financial Services 
focused courses and degrees
Large talent pool emerging from industry-
focused training institutes
Significant scale in terms of niche skillsSignificant scale in terms of niche skills 
(e.g. actuaries, Certified Financial 
Analysts) 

Experienced Domestic Financial Services products and p
pool with 
domain skills

regulations similar to developed markets 
Advanced technology usage in the 
domestic sector
Ability to relate to financial products based 
on personal ownership given high levels of

81

on personal ownership, given high levels of 
product penetration



Domestic Financial Services captives have large 
scale and are operating like BPO entities

BPO experience in 
domestic captives

Specialized skills and 
qualifications

Experienced pool

Section IV: Potential for growth in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

EXAMPLES BASED ON INTERVIEWS

S l 7 000 l

Major retail bank – I

S l 4 500 l

Major insurer

S l 6 000 l

Major retail bank – II

Experienced pool 
with domain skills

Scale: ~7,000 employees
Front-office ~4,000 employees
Back-office ~3,000 employees

Scope:
Front-office and back-office 
processing for

Scale: ~4,500 employees
Scope:

Front-office ~1,000 
— Contact center: 600
— Medical management, 

walk-in and other services:

Scale: ~6,000 employees
Scope:

Front-office ~2,500 employees
— 75% inbound, 25% outbound
— Consolidated 20 call centers 

into 2processing for
— 42 product lines and 139 products 

across retail banking. Includes:
• Secured lending (e.g. home 

loans)
• Unsecured lending (e.g. credit 

walk in and other services: 
400

Back-office ~3500 doing end-
to-end insurance operations, 
comprising:
— Quotation

into 2
— Implemented six sigma, real 

time dashboards
Back-office (Integrated 
processing) ~3,300 employees
— Asset financials

cards)
• Private banking
• Collections
• Internet banking
• Mobile banking

H dl 2 illi i b d ll / th

— Underwriting
— New business processing
— Policy pack production
— Broker support services
— Commission calculation

P i ll ti d

— Home loan processing
— Card operations
— Sales fulfillment
Business process management 
and change management ~200 

l

Domestic Financial Services captives employ ~65 000 75 000 people and operate like outsourced entities (e g

Handle 2 million inbound calls/month
Make 0.6 million outbound 
calls/month

— Premium collection and 
administration

— Loyalty administration
— Financial management

employees
— Lean, Six Sigma
— Statistical process control
— Organizational design
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Domestic Financial Services captives employ ~65,000-75,000 people and operate like outsourced entities (e.g. 
having well-defined SLAs with the parent companies)
Wide spectrum of functions performed (both front and back-office) and multiple product lines served



Domestic Financial Services captives have built 
distinctive capabilities (page 1 of 3)
C t d Si Si bl d i t ti i b k ffi ti f d ti

BPO experience in 
domestic captives

Specialized skills and 
qualifications

Experienced pool

Section IV: Potential for growth in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

The large retail bank had back-office operations spread out across multiple business units and geographies, 
ff

Situation 

Case study: Six Sigma enabled process integration in back-office operations of domestic 
bank

Experienced pool 
with domain skills

500 Yellow Belts, 400 Green Belts mandated with 
R100k and R500k savings plus revenue

resulting in operational inefficiencies with growing scale

Solution

Consolidation and integration of disparate back-
office functions processes and teams in a single

Achievements

R100k and R500k savings plus revenue 
enhancement target, respectively
3,000 White Belts with process orientation training
Initiated Orange Belt to engage senior leadership
Significant cost savings achieved already
100% employees trained on at least 2 product lines

office functions, processes and teams in a single 
integrated processing environment
Implementation of Lean Six Sigma to improve 
productivity and reduce errors

6 black belts driving programme
Managers are Green Belt certified and act as 100% employees trained on at least 2 product lines

40% employees trained on all product lines
Over time, most high volume, repetitive processes 
have been migrated to self-service channels. The 
back-office today predominantly supports high value, 
low volume fulfilment and exception handling

Managers are Green Belt certified and act as 
problem-solvers
Team leads are Yellow Belt certified and run 
the production environment

Technology initiatives undertaken to automate 
90% of the transactions which were high volume low volume fulfilment and exception handling 

processes

Currently operating at 
130% of target

90% of the transactions which were high-volume, 
repetitive in nature, to enable straight-through 
processing
Multi-skilling of resources for greater process 
efficiencies and continuity
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130% of target 
productivity levels

Source: Case study based on interviews with domestic Financial Services captives



Domestic Financial Services captives have built 
distinctive capabilities (page 2 of 3)

BPO experience in 
domestic captives

Specialized skills and 
qualifications

Experienced poolC t d “L ” i i l bl d t f ti i i j ’

Section IV: Potential for growth in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

Experienced pool 
with domain skillsCase study: “Lean” principles enabled process transformation in insurance major’s 

domestic operations

The large insurance player has 4,000 people, 800 in IT and 3,200 in business process roles (1,000 front-
ffi d 2 200 b k ffi ) d i d i i

Situation 

office and 2,200 back-office) spread across its domestic operations

Solution

Consolidation of entire operations (everything other than 
sales, product development and underwriting) into a

Reduced new business processing costs by 
32% in the first year of the transformation

Achievements

sales, product development and underwriting) into a 
Servicing, Technology and Administration unit
Adoption of “lean manufacturing” concepts and 
implementation of workflows to drive down costs and 
enhance process efficiencies
Currently administers and services 6Mn policies to over

32% in the first year of the transformation
Policy servicing SLA achievement went from 
60% in 2006 to 98% (2008)
Indexation error rate for new generation 
products reduced by 75%
Another 20% operating cost reduction beingCurrently administers and services 6Mn policies to over 

3Mn customers across different segments via multiple 
channels (branches, call center, web etc)

Another 20% operating cost reduction being 
targeted over next 3 years

Policy servicing – Achievement of SLA

Cost Service turnaround Quality

New business – Cost per transaction reduction (R) New generation products document management services 
Indexing error percentage

70%

95% 98% 98%

60%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%
Indexing error percentage

40
35.01 35

59
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C

Continuous 
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+35%
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Source: Case study based on interviews with domestic Financial Services captives



Domestic Financial Services captives have built 
distinctive capabilities (page 3 of 3)

BPO experience in 
domestic captives

Specialized skills and 
qualifications

Experienced poolC t d O li t l d t t d i t i i ht t

Section IV: Potential for growth in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

Experienced pool 
with domain skillsCase study: Online portal reduces cost-to-serve and improves customer insight at 

insurance major

The health insurance 

Situation 

The offshore technology team set about creating a virtual world view 

Solution

major was finding it 
difficult and expensive 
to engage with 
customers over 
traditional voice

which allows the company’s clients to:
Enroll and create a profile
Enter personal information on various parameters, like lifestyle 
indicators, personal preferences, habits, behaviors etc.

Based on the information shared the online tool calculates thetraditional voice 
channels

Based on the information shared, the online tool calculates the 
wellness age of the client and provides dashboards summaries on the 
individual’s current state of health, goals and targets
Other dashboards on the online tool allow members to track their 
loyalty rewards and the company to cross-sell, up-sell to its client base

Reduced cost-to-serve by migrating existing clients to the web 
Four-fold increase in client engagement. 25% of all enrolled members created their profile online
Significantly improved client visibility enabling the company to better tailor and position its products

Results
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Source: Case study based on interviews with domestic Financial Services captives



There are multiple sources of specialized 
Financial Services talent in South Africa

BPO experience in 
domestic captives

Specialized skills and 
qualifications

Experienced pool

Section IV: Potential for growth in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

Experienced pool 
with domain skills

Niche 
qualifications

Significant presence of niche skills and qualifications (e.g. actuaries, 
chartered financial analysts)

University Several universities and technikons offer B Com specializations focusedUniversity 
graduates and 
diploma holders

Several universities and technikons offer B.Com specializations focused 
on financial services (e.g. Actuarial and Financial Mathematics, 
Investment Management)
At least 4,500 graduates annually specializing in financial services 
related courses

Specialized 
training 

Various industry specific training courses and certifications on offer to 
enhance skill-sets (e.g. Institute of Bankers, Insurance Institute of South 

institutes Africa)
BANKSETA (Banking Sector Education Training Authority), INSETA 
(Insurance SETA) and FASSET (Financial and Accounting Services) 
enable financial services training for students and employees

86
Sources: Sector skills plan 2007/08; BANKSETA; INSETA; FASSET; Internet Research; Institute websites; Everest-Letsema Analysis



Analysis of specialized skills and qualifications 
in South Africa (page 1 of 4)

BPO experience in 
domestic captives

Specialized skills and 
qualifications

Experienced pool

Section IV: Potential for growth in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

Number of qualified 
actuaries
2008; Total number

Number of Chartered 
Accountants
2007; ‘000s

Number of CFA charter 
holders
2008; Total number

Experienced pool 
with domain skills

4,000-
4,500

India 22590

70-80Philippines 6515

800-

80-90

South

Czech 
Republic 804

26

While not the largest in every domain, there are clearly pockets of niche skills in meaningful 

900
South 
Africa 77026
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g y , y p g
scale (e.g. in actuaries)

Sources: EIU Master country database, Industry reports, Internet Research, Everest-Letsema Analysis



Analysis of specialized skills and qualifications 
in South Africa (page 2 of 4)

BPO experience in 
domestic captives

Specialized skills and 
qualifications

Experienced pool

Section IV: Potential for growth in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

University Examples of Qualifications Offered

University of Cape Town (UCT)

U i it f th Wit t d (Wit )

Experienced pool 
with domain skills

BCom Accounting, BBus Actuarial Science

BC A ti B h l A ti S iUniversity of the Witwatersrand (Wits)

University of KwaZulu-Natal (regional merger)

University of Pretoria 

BCom Accounting, Bachelor Accounting Science

BCom Accounting, BBus Actuarial Science

BCom Accounting Sciences, BSc Hons. Actuarial Science

Stellenbosch University 

University of Johannesburg (merger with 
RAU)

BCom Actuarial Science,  Bacc (Bachelor of Accounting)

BCom Accounting, National Dip. Credit Management

Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University 
(merger with UPE)

University of the Free State

U i it f th W t C

BCom Accounting, Bachelor Technology (BTech) Financial 
Information Systems, National Dip. Accounting

BCom Investment Management, BCom Risk Management

BC A ti BC I t tUniversity of the Western Cape

University of South Africa (UNISA)

BCom Accounting , BCom Investments

BCom Banking, BTech Credit Management, National Dips

* Most of these offer Honours and Masters in these fields
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Universities offer Financial Services focused courses; at least 4500 graduates annually from these courses

Source: Each of the Universities



Analysis of specialized skills and qualifications 
in South Africa (page 3 of 4)

BPO experience in 
domestic captives

Specialized skills and 
qualifications

Experienced pool

Section IV: Potential for growth in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

EXAMPLES

Source/institute Scale Brief description

~700 learnerships annually Promotes and enables skills development for 
insurance through funding education and 
t i i t t th ti l kill d

INSETA (Insurance sector 
education and training authority)

Experienced pool 
with domain skills

EXAMPLES

~2,000 learnerships annually

training to meet the national skills agenda

Supports and enables skill development 
strategies for the banking sector and provides 
funding for such programs

BANKSETA

~12,000 total members

~5,000 total members

Offers certification in financial planning and 
wealth management

Offers short term and long term insurance 
certificate courses for High School leavers

Financial Planning Institute of 
South Africa (FPI)

Institute of Insurance South Africa 
(IISA)

~5,000 certificates, diplomas 
and advanced diplomas 
annually

500 b ll

g

Learnership programs in Banking diplomas, 
Bachelors and Masters awarded in association 
with BANKSETA

P f i l i tit t f fi i l k t

( )

Institute of Bankers (IOB)

S th Af i I tit t f ~500 members annually

~800 total registered members

Professional institute for financial markets 
practitioners, focused on securities markets

Alliance member of the CFA Institute USA 
administering and awarding CFA charter

South African Institute of 
Financial Markets (SAIFM)

CFA Institute of South Africa 
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There are multiple Financial Services focused training courses and certifications in South Africa

Sources: Sector skills plan 2007/08; BANKSETA; INSETA; FASSET; Internet Research; Institute websites; Everest-Letsema Analysis



Analysis of specialized skills and qualifications 
in South Africa (page 4 of 4)

BPO experience in 
domestic captives

Specialized skills and 
qualifications

Experienced poolEXAMPLE

Section IV: Potential for growth in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

Experienced pool 
with domain skills

Source/institute Brief descriptionScale

~27,000 registered members 
(average for Jan-Mar 2008)

Accountancy body in South Africa. Provides 
ongoing professional training

South Africa Institute of 
Chartered Accountants (SAICA)

EXAMPLE

~500 total registered individual 
and corporate members

Provides professional accreditation for 
individual members and promotes discussion 
on current risk issues

IRMSA (Institute of Risk 
Management South Africa)

Registers individual and 
corporate members

on current risk issues

Accredited as a learning provider by INSETA 
to offer training to IHRM members and non-
members on health risk management

The Institute of Health Risk 
Managers (IHRM) 

~400 registered individual 
members

g

Upholds standards and provides effective 
control of the professional conduct of loss 
adjustors

The Institute of loss adjusters of 
South Africa
(ILASA) 

~46,000 members and 27,500 
students worldwide

Professional body for company secretaries 
and corporate administratorsInstitute of chartered secretaries
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There are multiple Financial Services focused training courses and certifications in South Africa

Sources: Sector skills plan 2007/08; BANKSETA; INSETA; FASSET; Internet Research; Institute websites; Everest-Letsema Analysis



Scale of experienced talent pool in South 
Africa’s domestic Financial Services sector is 
larger than in most offshore destinations

BPO experience in 
domestic captives

Specialized skills and 
qualifications

Experienced pool

Section IV: Potential for growth in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

Banking

Bank assets
$

Number of employees

Insurance

Premiums
$

Number of employees

larger than in most offshore destinations Experienced pool 
with domain skills

India

2007; US$ billion

770

2007; ‘000s

865

2007; US$ billion

54

2007; ‘000s

250

South 
Africa

Philippines

300

70

135

140

43

2 1

110

45Philippines

Czech 
Republic

70

55

140

70

2.1

6.4

45

18

Scale of South Africa’s domestic Financial Services sector is larger than in most other offshore 
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g
destinations, except India

Sources: Swiss Re; World Economic Forum; PwC Banking Survey South Africa 2007; Philippines Insurance Commission Annual Report 



Analysis of domain skills available in South Africa’s 
domestic Financial Services sector (page 1 of 4)
Products

BPO experience in 
domestic captives

Specialized skills and 
qualifications

Experienced pool
S

Section IV: Potential for growth in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

Products 

Pension funds Net assets ~160 billion
~60% under private sector 

Largely controlled by government

Experienced pool 
with domain skills

South Africa India
EXAMPLES

Risk products Led international best practices in dreaded Nascent market

Investment products Advanced in the platform investments concept
Access to a wide range of asset classes (e.g. 
hedge funds, property) 

Some products in place, however 
relatively nascent compared to 
South Africa

Risk products Led international best practices in dreaded 
disease/critical illness cover (e.g. HIV)
Presence of bundled offerings

Nascent market
Non-hospitalization not covered
Critical illness products not yet 
well established

Niche short-term Customized products for segments (e.g. 
doctors je elers)

Limited evidence of such products
insurance doctors, jewelers)

Niche coverage such as event liabilities 

Multiple currency 
deposits

Has products that facilitate customer deposits 
in multiple currencies 

Such products do not exist

Mortgage and vehicle 
finance variants

Core loan products exist, but with 
limited variants 

Sophisticated variants exist especially in types 
of repayment (e.g. moratorium, balloon 
payments)

Products in South Africa are similar to developed markets and are more advanced than many offshore locations
Talent pool in South Africa’s domestic Financial Services sector has experience in designing and managing fairly
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Talent pool in South Africa s domestic Financial Services sector has experience in designing and managing fairly 
sophisticated products

Sources: FSB Annual Report; interviews with industry experts



Analysis of domain skills available in South Africa’s 
domestic Financial Services sector (page 2 of 4)
Regulations

BPO experience in 
domestic captives

Specialized skills and 
qualifications

Experienced pool

Section IV: Potential for growth in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

Score (1=extremely weak, 7=extremely strong) Rank (out of 52 countries)

3

Strength of auditing & accounting standards
Regulations Experienced pool 

with domain skillsEXAMPLE

Insurance, investments and pension funds
Regulations similar to UK

6.29UK

4

6

Regulations similar to UK
Supervised by Financial Services Board (FSB) 
Regulations advanced in multiple areas, such as

Providing financial advise
Intermediaries’ commissions
Mutual fund investments

6.24

6.22

Australia

South Africa

20

21

utua u d est e ts
Anti-money laundering

Banking
Advanced in Basel-II implementation
Evolved in banking regulations. Governed by 

5.73

5.65

Malaysia

India

32

33

39

various acts, such as 
Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services 
Act (FAIS)
Financial Intelligence Centre Act (FICA)
Protection of Personal Information Bill
National Credit Act

4.96

4.93

4 63

Philippines

Czech Republic

Mexico 39

Given the recent global financial crisis, there is likely to be an increasing focus on regulatory compliance and risk in 
offshoring 
Regulations in South Africa’s Financial Services sector are comparable to developed markets
Therefore South Africa has strengths in terms of its talent pool with knowledge and experience in advanced

National Credit Act4.63Mexico
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Therefore, South Africa has strengths in terms of its talent pool with knowledge and experience in advanced 
regulations 

Sources: World Economic Forum 2008 “The Financial Development Report” covering 52 countries; Interviews with industry experts



Analysis of domain skills available in South Africa’s 
domestic Financial Services sector (page 3 of 4)
Technology

BPO experience in 
domestic captives

Specialized skills and 
qualifications

Experienced pool

Section IV: Potential for growth in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

Technology
EXAMPLES OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION 

Experienced pool 
with domain skills

Cellphone banking InsuranceCellphone banking
Industry leveraged the high penetration of 
cellphones (~80%) to create banking solutions

Partnerships with leading cellphone operators 

Insurance
Evolved in technology solutions that 
facilitate sales and processing of 
sophisticated products and variants (e.g. 
bundled offerings)p g p p

(e.g. ABSA-Vodacom, Standard Bank-MTN)

Usage evolving from inquiries to transactions 
(e.g. payments, transfers)

g )

Advanced in providing customers the ability 
to transact over the internet. Examples:

Help assemble a portfolio from different 
asset classes

More than 6 million customers receive SMS 
transaction notifications every month

Interactive Cellphone Banking registered base 

asset classes 
Provide the customer an integrated view 
across investments
Provide flexibility to change/monitor 
portfolio

already exceeds 1 million customers

South Africa’s domestic Financial Services sector has technology experience that can be 
drawn upon 
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p

Sources: Presentation made on “Cellphone Banking in South Africa” by South Africa banking industry at 2007 BAI Retail Delivery Conference in 
Las Vegas; Interviews with industry experts



Talent pool in South Africa is able to relate to 
financial products based on personal ownership

BPO experience in 
domestic captives

Specialized skills and 
qualifications

Experienced pool

Section IV: Potential for growth in Financial Services BPO in South Africa

Personal ownership of financial products
Percentage of adults1 owning a financial product

South Africa
A f l di

Experienced pool 
with domain skills

BASED ON SECONDARY RESEARCH

Average for leading 
provinces (Gauteng, 
KZN and Western Cape)

56
50

62
57

23

9

3030

12

33

9

Personally have a
bank product (any)

Personally have an
ATM card

Personally have a
credit or retail store

Personally have a
debit card

Personally have
any insurance

Implications of high product penetration and personal ownership on BPO service delivery
Talent pool may need lower product knowledge induction training
Potentially more familiarity and context in dealing with customers

p ( y)
card

y
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Potentially more familiarity and context in dealing with customers

1 Age Group 16+ years
Source: All Media Products Survey (AMPS) 2008



Section V

South Africa’s value proposition and trade-offs
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Arbitrage opportunity from South Africa is significant with a savings potential of ~50 60% on an operating

Section V: Key messages
Section V: South Africa’s value proposition and trade-offs

Arbitrage opportunity from South Africa is significant, with a savings potential of ~50-60% on an operating 
cost basis from leading buyer geographies (U.S., UK)

While South Africa is not the lowest cost destination, the savings gap between South Africa and other low-
cost destinations has been narrowing driven by favorable currency movements (depreciating Rand) and 
inflation compared to other offshoring destinationsinflation, compared to other offshoring destinations

The savings gap is even lower when the impact of lower attrition in South Africa is taken into account

For certain types of specialized FS processes (e.g. actuarial modeling), operating costs in South Africa are 
already comparable with other low cost destinationsalready comparable with other low-cost destinations

South Africa has significant entry level talent pool for BPO. This is estimated to be ~470,000 annually 
(includes high school graduates, diploma holders and university graduates). South Africa is one of the few 
offshore destinations that can provide good quality, accent neutral, English skills

South Africa, largely due to its advanced domestic Financial Services sector, has a sizeable pool of 
specialized skills (e.g. actuaries); that have a strong relevance to western markets and standards

South Africa has clear advantages in terms of its physical infrastructure and expatriate quality of life. 
H th l d t l i ti i d th l f HIV/AIDSHowever, there are some real concerns around telecommunications, crime and the prevalence of HIV/AIDS. 
Companies need to make investments to manage these concerns

There are multiple roles that South Africa can play for potential investors
Offshore destination for high quality English language work
Off h d ti ti f l fi i l i b k ffi k
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Offshore destination for complex financial services back-office work
Scalable near-shore destination for rest of sub-Saharan Africa
Risk diversification option for India/Philippines
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The global sourcing1 location landscape is evolving rapidly 
and investors have multiple location options today

Section 5.1: The evolving global sourcing location landscape

Multiple Eastern European 

EXAMPLES

countries (e.g. Czech Republic, 
Poland, Hungary, Romania)

Eastern 
Europe

Western

Canada

Number of 
options in 
North Africa

Western 
Europe

Egypt
Caribbean

S E Asia

Large domestic 
market, but nascent 
offshore experience

China

Nigeria

Multiple location 
options (e.g. Brazil, 
Mexico, Argentina, 
Chile)

Philippines a key 
destinationSouth 

Africa

S.E. Asia
India

Nigeria

Kenya

Chile)
Multiple emerging 
countries (e.g. 
Malaysia, Vietnam, 
Thailand)

Africa
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Investors today have over 150+ credible offshore delivery options (cities); up from 50 two years ago

1 Defined in Appendix
Source: Everest Research Institute (2008)



These location options can be broadly grouped into three 
categories

Section 5.1: The evolving global sourcing location landscape

Category Comments

Traditional 
sourcing

Preferred sourcing destinations 
until offshoring to low-cost

Key locations

Canada
Irelandsourcing 

locations
until offshoring to low-cost 
countries was well established

Ireland

M t ff h India often regarded as theIndiaMature offshore 
locations 

India often regarded as the 
“pioneer” offshore destination 

India
Philippines

Emerging 
offshore 
destinations

These locations have witnessed 
significant BPO market activity, 
especially in the last 5-6 years

South Africa
Central and Eastern Europe
Central and Latin America
China
Rest of Africa (e.g. Egypt, Kenya, 
Nigeria)
Malaysia
Other South East Asian countries 
(e g Thailand Vietnam)
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(e.g. Thailand, Vietnam)

Source: Everest Research Institute (2008)



Emerging offshore destinations are increasingly becoming 
significant in the global BPO market

Section 5.1: The evolving global sourcing location landscape

13 17 23 27

Share of offshore BPO market
US$ billion

100% = 

7% 9% 13% 16%
Emerging offshore 

destinations
While India and 
Philippines together 
constitute over half of 
the global market, the 

52% 45% 38% 32%Traditional sourcing
destinations 

(Canada, Ireland)

t e g oba a et, t e
emerging BPO 
destinations are 
increasingly gaining 
market share

46% 49% 52%Mature Offshore 

Lower growth in 
Canada and Ireland 
given emergence of 
other low-cost 

2004

41% 46% 49%

2005 2006 2007

Destinations 
(India, Philippines)

destinations
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2004 2005 2006 2007

Source: Everest Research Institute (2008)



Investors are building global delivery networks and in 
doing so, they are diversifying beyond the established 
locations (India  Philippines)

Section 5.1: The evolving global sourcing location landscape

locations (India, Philippines) NOT EXHAUSTIVE

Regional delivery centers

Offshore delivery centers

Example: Global Financial Services major

F&A for Europe 
and Middle East 
markets

Application Development and 
Maintenance, data processing 
f l b l b i

M i China

Poland
KrakowBelfast

Ireland

Dalian
BeijingBudapest

Hungary

Warsaw

IT work for Latin America

for global businesses

Mexico

Mexico city

Brazil

Mumbai

Bangalore

India

China
Shanghai

Metro Manila
Philippines

Customer care, 

Sao Paulo
Santiago

Chile Singapore

Application 
Development and 
Maintenance for North 
America

Loans processing, 
contact center, and 
analytics for global 
businesses

transaction 
processing for 
U.S. and 
Asia-Pacific 
businesses
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America

Source: Everest Research Institute (2008)



Also, investors are increasingly thinking about the 
different roles which locations can play as part of their 
overall delivery network

Section 5.1: The evolving global sourcing location landscape

NOT EXHAUSTIVEoverall delivery network

Description Examples

Center with a dedicated focus on Leading global supplier leveraging Offshore center

Types of roles that 
locations can play

specialized areas, such as:
Function (e.g. analytics)
Sector (e.g. insurance)
Technology (e.g. SAP)
Languages (e.g. English)

( S S )

g g pp g g
Bangalore as the “analytics hub” for all 
offshore clients

Offshore center 
with specialized 
focus areas

Process re-engineering (e.g. Six-Sigma)

Regional hub
Center serving as a near-shore regional 
hub for a wide range of functions

Leading manufacturing company 
leveraging Buenos Aires as the F&A

Centers set up in order to create Leading financial services major using Risk

Regional hub hub for a wide range of functions leveraging Buenos Aires as the F&A, 
customer service hub for Latin America

p
redundancy in ongoing operations and 
mitigate risk of excessive concentration in 
a few locations
These could also take the form of 
Disaster Recovery centers as part of 
B i C ti it Pl i

g j g
Manila as an overflow location for fund 
administration work done in Mumbai

Leading Indian supplier’s disaster recovery 
center in Mauritius

Risk 
diversification 
center
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Business Continuity Planning



Everest’s experience indicates that most companies make 
location decisions by trading-off three broad factors

Section 5.1: The evolving global sourcing location landscape

Fully loaded operating cost (including salaries, real estate, telecom, etc)
Granular views to costs as applicable to the type of BPO function

Front-office
T ti l FS b k ffi ( l i i )

NOT EXHAUSTIVE

Transactional FS back-office (e.g. claims processing)
Complex FS back-office (e.g. actuarial modeling)

Total cost of ownership (factoring in impact of attrition, quality, etc)

Costs

Multiple views reflective of 
organizational pyramid for 

Quality of life
Telecom and other 

front and back-office work
Entry-level pool 
Language skills
Specialized skills 
BPO Experienced pool

infrastructure
Crime 
Political stability
Macroeconomic 
environment

FS Industry experienced 
pool

Legal and regulatory

The next section is focused on comparing South Africa with other offshore destinations 
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p g
along these key factors

Note: FS stands for Financial Services  
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Comparison of South Africa with other offshore 
destinations – Costs: Key messages

Section 5.2.1: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Costs

Savings potential from South Africa is significant. On an operating cost basis, South 
Africa is ~50-60% cheaper than leading international destinations (US,UK)

While South Africa is not the lowest cost destination, the savings gap between South 
Africa and other low-cost destinations has been narrowing driven by two key factors:

The South African currency (ZAR) has been depreciating, while most other 
currencies have appreciated over last 3 yearspp y
Inflation levels in South Africa are far lower than other low-cost destinations 

The arbitrage gap could narrow significantly over the next 3-5 years

Even at current levels, the arbitrage gap is lower when the impact of lower attrition in 
South Africa is considered

For certain types of specialized FS processes (e.g. actuarial modeling), operating costs yp p p ( g g), p g
in South Africa are already comparable with other low-cost destinations. For other 
types of specialized FS processes (e.g. fund administration), current costs in South 
Africa are higher. However, the savings gap is narrowing driven by favorable currency 
movements and lower inflation in South Africa
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Total current cost of operations has been assessed based 
on a bottom-up analysis of cost of delivery for a specific 
function at a city level

Section 5.2.1: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Costs

function at a city level
Direct operating cost per FTE per annum
US$ per FTE

ILLUSTRATIVE

Salaries and 
benefits

Management Administration Facilities Technology 
and

Other direct 
operating

Total direct 
operating

Agent salaries
Bonus
Statutory 

Supervisor 
and manager 
salaries

Support staff 
(IT, HR, 
accounts) 

Real estate 
rentals
Fixtures and 

Telecom
Equipment 
(servers, 

Miscellaneous 
bucket
Training costs

Elements included in above heads

benefits and 
Equipment

operating 
expenses

operating 
cost per FTE

y
benefits
Other benefits: 
Transport, 
Meals

Bonus
Statutory 
benefits
Other 
benefits: 
Transport

)
salaries
Statutory 
benefits

fit-outs
Utilities

( ,
switches, 
networking, 
etc.)

g

Captures 40+ data elements
Does not include supplier 
margins, travel, expats andTransport, 

Meals

Payroll costs Costs assessed across three types of BPO functions
Front-office
Transactional back-office (e.g. accounts receivable, claims processing)

margins, travel, expats and 
one-time expenses
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( g p g)
Complex FS back-office (e.g. actuarial modeling, fund administration)

Source: Everest Research Institute (2008)



Savings potential from South Africa is significant, though 
it is not the lowest cost destination (page 1 of 2)

Section 5.2.1: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Costs

MARKET AVERAGES FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE
Comparison of total operating cost1 per FTE for front office work
2008; US$ ‘000s per annum

Source destination
Traditional sourcing destinations
Emerging offshore destinations
Mature offshore destinations

MARKET AVERAGES FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE

60-70
50-60

~65-75%
~50-60%

~15-20%

20 2323 2624-2725-28
32-35

50-60
45-50 43-48

36-39

19-2220-2323-2624 27
18-21 17-20 16-19

U U B W P M J C D K K B M BUK tier 2
US tier 2
Belfast

Winnipeg
Prague

Monterrey
Johannesburg
Cape Town
Durban

KL Kingston
Buenos Aires
Manila

Bangalore
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1 Ongoing costs only; excludes margins/markups, centralized corporate overheads, initial investment, set-up costs and travel costs
Note: Exchange rate used – 1 ZAR = 0.1306 US$ (Calculated based on daily closing averages during Jan’08 to Oct’08)

Source: Everest Research Institute (2008)



Savings potential from South Africa is significant, though 
it is not the lowest cost destination (page 2 of 2)

Section 5.2.1: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Costs

MARKET AVERAGES FOR TRANSACTIONAL F&A
Comparison of direct operating cost1 per FTE for transactional back-office work
2008; US$ ‘000s per annum

Source destination
Traditional sourcing destinations
Emerging offshore destinations
Mature offshore destinations

MARKET AVERAGES FOR TRANSACTIONAL F&A

75-85
65-75

~65-75%
~50-60%

~15-25%

23-2624-2827-3128-3229-33
34-39

65-75
50-60 45-55

40-45

23 26
20-23 18-21 18-20

U U B W P M J C D K K M B BUK tier 2
US tier 2
Belfast

Winnipeg
Prague

Monterrey
Johannesburg
Cape Town
Durban

KL Kingston
Manila

Buenos Aires
Bangalore
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1 Ongoing costs only; excludes margins/markups, centralized corporate overheads, initial investment, set-up costs and travel costs
Note: Exchange rate used – 1 ZAR = 0.1306 US$ (Calculated based on daily closing averages during Jan’08 to Oct’08)

Source: Everest Research Institute (2008)



For certain types of specialized FS processes, costs in 
South Africa are already comparable with other low cost 
locations

Section 5.2.1: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Costs

MARKET AVERAGES FOR COMPLEX BACK OFFICElocations
Total annual operating cost1 per FTE for 
actuarial work
2008; US$ ‘000s per FTE

Total annual operating cost1 per FTE for 
fund administration
2008; US$ ‘000s per FTE

MARKET AVERAGES FOR COMPLEX BACK-OFFICE

ACTUARIAL EXAMPLE FUND ADMIN EXAMPLE

150-160

52-56
39-43

28-32

90-10090-100

Bangalore Johannesburg PragueJohannesburg Bangalore Belfast

While costs in South Africa are similar to India for actuarial work, they are higher for fund administration work
These differences across types of processes are largely a function of the availability of the required talent pool

South Africa has ~3 times the number of actuaries compared to India
However, India has a larger pool of skilled graduates (e.g. Mathematics, Commerce, Engineers) that are typically 
employed for fund administration work
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1 Ongoing costs only; excludes margins/markups, centralized corporate overheads, initial investment, set-up costs and travel costs
Note: Exchange rate used – 1 ZAR = 0.1306 US$ (Calculated based on daily closing averages during Jan’08 to Oct’08)

Source: Everest Research Institute (2008)



Approach used in the study to develop a forward-looking 
view of relative savings gap

Section 5.2.1: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Costs

Savings gap has been defined as the difference in operating cost savings between 
South Africa and other offshore destinations

Two key drivers have been considered to evaluate South Africa’s savings gap relative toTwo key drivers have been considered to evaluate South Africa s savings gap relative to 
other offshore destinations, both from a historical and forward-looking perspective. 
These are:

Currency movements
Operating Cost inflationOperating Cost inflation

Operating cost inflation has been estimated bottom-up based on inflation levels across 
key operating cost drivers, namely

Payroll: This is a bottoms-up view based on inflation across the staffing pyramidPayroll: This is a bottoms up view based on inflation across the staffing pyramid 
(entry level, management)
Facilities: Based on real estate inflation
Technology and equipment

Payroll inflation has been assessed specific to functions (front-office, transactional back-
office and complex back-office work)
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The savings gap between South Africa and other low-cost 
destinations is narrowing (page 1 of 2)
Key drivers

Section 5.2.1: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Costs

Key drivers

Czech Koruna (CZK)160

Comparative currency movements against US$
2005-2008 Oct, Base year 2005 = 100

Favorable 
currency 
movements

MARKET AVERAGES FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE

Indian Rupee (INR)

Czech Koruna (CZK)

Peso (PHP)

South African Rand (ZAR)
60
80

100
120
140
160

South African 
currency has been 
depreciating, while 
most other 
currencies have 
appreciated over the

0
20
40

2005 2006 2007 2008

appreciated over the 
last 3 years

1011

Annual average inflation in operating cost 
2005-2008 average, percentage

Lower 
inflation 
levels

Inflation levels in 
South Africa are 

2

55

Bangalore Manila Prague Johannesburg US Tier 2

lower than other low-
cost destinations 
(India, Philippines) 
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g g g

Sources: Recruiter interviews, Real Estate Investment Briefs, Oanda.com, Everest Research Institute Analysis (2008)



The savings gap between South Africa and other low-cost 
destinations is narrowing (page 2 of 2)
Impact

Section 5.2.1: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Costs

Savings gap between South Africa and India relative to U.S. – Tier 2 locations
Percentage

Impact MARKET AVERAGES FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE

70%

80%

90%

Savings from Bangalore 

Savings from Johannesburg

40%

50%

60% 30% 15%
g g

Savings gap is defined as

10%

20%

30%
Savings gap is defined as 
the difference between 
U.S.-India savings and 
U.S.-South Africa savings

0%
2005 2006 2007 2008
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Sources: Everest Research Institute Analysis (2008), oanda.com



This gap could further narrow significantly over the next  
3-5 years

Section 5.2.1: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Costs

MARKET AVERAGES FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE

Savings gap between South Africa and India relative to U.S. – Tier 2 locations
Percentage

60%

70%

80%

15% Savings from Bangalore

30%

40%

50%

Savings gap is defined as

Savings from Johannesburg
8%

Savings from Bangalore 

10%

20%

30% Savings gap is defined as 
the difference between 
U.S.-India savings and 
U.S.-South Africa savings

This assumes inflation rates across countries to remain at current levels (last 3 year averages) and stable 
currencies

0%
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
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The gap could reduce further if relative currency movements continue to be favorable to South Africa 

Source: Everest Research Institute Analysis (2008)



Even for complex back-office work, inflation in South 
Africa is lower relative to other offshore destinations

Section 5.2.1: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Costs

Annual average inflation in operating cost 
2005-2008 average, percentage Operating cost inflation for 

complex back-office work in South 

MARKET AVERAGES FOR FUND ADMIN

14

Africa (9%) is higher than that for 
front office BPO (5%)

However, on a relative basis, 
South Africa inflation for complex10 9

3

South Africa inflation for complex 
back-office work is still lower than 
other offshore destinations

Given that the underlying 
d i f l ti t3

Bangalore Prague Johannesburg US Tier-2

drivers of relative cost 
movements are favorable for 
South Africa; it is expected that 
the savings gap will narrow 
going forward even for complex g g p
back-office work
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Sources: Service Provider Interviews, Recruiter interviews, Real Estate Investment Briefs, Telecom reports, Everest Research Institute Analysis 
(2008)



Even at current cost levels, the savings gap is narrower 
when the impact of lower attrition in South Africa is 
considered (page 1 of 2)

Section 5.2.1: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Costs

considered (page 1 of 2)

Annualized average attrition 
2008; Percentage

MARKET AVERAGES FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE

Lower attrition related recruiting 
and training costs

Impact of lower attrition50-60%50-60%

Directly 
tifi bland training costs

Lower bench strength required

Potentially more consistent quality 
and productivity levels, given lesser 

25-30%
30-40%

quantifiable 
benefits

y g
churn

Lesser management bandwidth 
spent in managing attrition

“Softer” 
benefits

India Philippines Malaysia South Africa

The impact of lower attrition on the savings gap has been shown on the next page
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Sources: Recruiter interviews, Everest Research Institute Analysis (2008)



Even at current cost levels, the savings gap is narrower 
when the impact of lower attrition from South Africa is 
considered (page 2 of 2)

Section 5.2.1: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Costs

~15% ~2%

Effect of attrition on savings gap
2008; Percentage

considered (page 2 of 2) MARKET AVERAGES FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE

~13%

Savings gap 
(India-SA) on 

Impact of 
lower attrition 

Effective 
savings gap 

operating cost 
basis

in South Africa factoring 
attrition

Savings
South Africa and 
U.S. Tier-2

India and 
U.S. Tier-2

Savings gap- India 
and South Africa

On Operating cost basis 53% 68% 15%

Impact of attrition 1% 3% 2%

Effective savings 
factoring attrition 52% 65% 13%
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g

Sources: Recruiter interviews, Service Provider Interviews, Everest Research Institute Analysis (2008)
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Comparison of South Africa with other offshore 
destinations – Talent: Key messages

Section 5.2.2: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Talent Pool

South Africa has a significant entry level talent pool for BPO. This is estimated to be 
~470,000 annually (includes high school leavers, diploma holders and graduates).

In addition to having a large potential talent pool, South Africa is one of the few offshore 
destinations that can provide good quality English skills. South Africa has clear 
strengths in accent neutrality and cultural affinity with leading international geographies. 

South Africa has advantages in terms of its FS experienced talent pool given the 
maturity of the domestic FS sector.

Though the scale of BPO experienced talent in South Africa is not trivial, it is clearly not g p , y
scaled like other leading destinations. Investors will have to plan to invest in training or 
bring in expatriates.
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Multiple relevant views on talent have been considered for 
this comparison

Section 5.2.2: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Talent Pool

Entry-level 
specialized skills
( ti )2

3

4(e.g. accounting)

Language 
skills

FS Industry 
experienced pool

2 4

Management Entry level Views on talent pool

1 5

g
talent

Entry level
pool

p

Relevant views reflective of organizational pyramid for 
FS BPO, both for front-office and back-office work
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Entry level talent comparison1
Section 5.2.2: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Talent Pool

3 000India

Number of university graduates1 per annum
2008; ‘000s

South Africa: Total annual entry level pool for BPO 
2008; ‘000s

3,000

480

90

India

Philippines

South Africa

350 470-480

300

130

Eqypt

Malaysia

90

30-40

U i it Hi h h l T t lDi l

100

90

Argentina

Mexico

University 
graduates

High school 
leavers 
(Grade 12)

Total 
addressable 
entry level 
annual pool

Diplomas 
post high 
school

55Czech
Republic

South Africa clearly does not have the scale of university 
graduates other populous countries have. However, South 
Africa high school leavers (like in other developed countries) 
have been proven effective in BPO operations
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1 University graduates include all non-technical graduate degree programs (excludes engineering and IT graduates)
Sources: Investment briefs; Education sector reports; University interviews, Everest Research Institute Analysis (2008)



High proficiency of language skills

English language skills comparison2
Section 5.2.2: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Talent Pool

English proficiency/Accent similarity 
with international geographies (U.S., UK) Comments

Low proficiency of language skills

India Large English speaking population; however 
some concerns around accent

Philippines Large pool; strong affinity with U.S.

Egypt Only 10-20% of the pool is fluent in English

South Africa Strengths in English accent similarity and 
cultural affinity with UK

Mostly Spanish skills only 5 10% of the pool

gyp y p g

Mexico Mostly Spanish skills, only 5-10% of the pool 
has fluent English speaking skills

Argentina Mostly Spanish skills, only 5-10% of the pool 
has fluent English speaking skills

Czech Republic English skills only in major cities (e.g. Prague), 
mostly European language work

South Africa is one of the few offshore destinations that can provide good quality English skills
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Note: These estimates are representative of a country; however, there could be significant differences across cities
Sources: Everest Research Institute Analysis (2008), Interviews with recruiters, investment agencies and BPO suppliers



Entry-level pool with specialized skills comparison
ACCOUNTING SKILLS EXAMPLE

3
Section 5.2.2: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Talent Pool

480-500India
28Mumbai

Annual supply of commerce graduates by country
2008; 000’s

Annual Supply of
commerce graduates by city
2008; 000’s

Percentage of 
country’s talent 
pool in city

6%

35-40

65-70

480 500India

Philippines

Malaysia

16

12

12

Manila

Johannesburg

Buenos Aires

23%

40%

55%

20-25

25-30

35 40Malaysia

South Africa

Argentina

5

5

4

KL

Durban

Prague

13%

17%

20%

15-20

20 25Argentina

Mexico

3

3

2

Monterrey

Cape Town

Jaipur

20%

10%

0%

The scale of commerce graduates is relatively lower in South Africa when considered at a country level. 
However, the South African talent pool is more concentrated in the leading cities/provinces compared to other 
destinations (e.g. India, Philippines). Therefore, at a city level, the size of South Africa’s commerce graduate 
pool is comparable to most other leading cities
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Note: BCom and Accounting graduate degree programmes considered for analysis
Sources: Everest Research Institute Analysis (2008), Interviews with recruiters, investment agencies and BPO suppliers



Financial services experienced talent pool 
comparison

4
Section 5.2.2: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Talent Pool

Number of 
qualified actuaries
2008; Total number

Number of 
employees in 
banking industry
2007; ‘000s

Number of CFA 
charter holders
2008; Total number

Number of qualified 
Chartered 
Accountants
2008; ‘000s

India 2254,000-
4,500

90865

Philippines 6570-80 15140

S f

Czech
Republic

80

770800-

80-90 4

26

70

135South Africa 770
900

26135

While not the largest in every domain, there are clearly pockets of niche skills in meaningful scale
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Sources: EIU Master country database, Industry reports, Institute websites, Internet Research, Everest Research Institute Analysis (2008)

g y , y p g



Experienced BPO talent pool comparison5
Section 5.2.2: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Talent Pool

Experienced talent pool in BPO 
2008; Number of employees

450K

Includes supervisors/team 
leads and managers in service 
providers (suppliers and 
offshore captives)450

700

2,000

Kenya

Jamaica

Egypt Though the scale of BPO experienced

offshore captives)

3,000

8,000

South Africa

Argentina

Though the scale of BPO experienced 
talent in South Africa is not trivial, it is 
clearly not scaled like other leading 
destinations. Investors will have to plan to 
invest in training or bring in expatriates.

20,000

28,000

30 000

Mexico

Canada

Philippines 30,000

80,000

Philippines

India
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Note: Estimates from prior studies (Deloitte Cape Town, C3 Africa) indicate that there are ~30,000 employees among suppliers and offshore 
captives in South Africa. Experienced talent pool has been estimated at ~10% of this pool. This includes people with domestic and 
offshore BPO experience

Sources: Everest Research Institute (2008); estimates from prior studies on South Africa
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Comparison of South Africa with other offshore 
destinations – Risks: Key messages

Section 5.2.3: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Risks and structural factors

South Africa has clear advantages in terms of its physical infrastructure and expatriate 
quality of life

However, there are some real concerns around telecommunications, crime and 
prevalence of HIV/AIDS

Steps are being taken to address the telecom issue, both in terms of enhancing p g , g
infrastructure and reduction in tariffs. Telecom tariffs have been falling by ~47% year on 
year over the past few years. Proposals are under discussion to reduce tariffs even 
further

Companies need to make appropriate investments in addressing crime and HIV/AIDS 
related concerns
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Risks and structural factors: Key dimensions
Section 5.2.3: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Risks and structural factors

Physical 
Infrastructure

1

Infrastructure

Health related 
(HIV/AIDS)

Expat quality of 
life

25

Risks and 
structural 

f t

( / S) life

factors

Crime Telecom

34
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South Africa has clear strengths in terms of its physical 
infrastructure

1
Section 5.2.3: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Risks and structural factors

Overall Infrastructure1 rating (10- Good)

7
6

Number of daily direct flights to London
2008

6 6 66 5.5 5.5
3.7 3

India PhilippinesCzech 
Republic

RomaniaSouth 
Africa

Malaysia

6 6 6

3 3
1

Lagos Kuala 
Lumpur

Mumbai PragueJohannes-
burg

Nairobi
RepublicAfrica

Length of roads (Km) per million of population

Lumpurburg

13
11

3 33 3
2 2

IndiaPhilippinesCzech 
Republic

MexicoSouth 
Africa

Malaysia
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1 Defined in Appendix
Sources: Everest Research Institute (2008); Investment briefs; EIU; Airline offices



Also, South Africa offers a good quality of life; often a key 
consideration for investors

2
Section 5.2.3: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Risks and structural factors

Quality of Living index1

88.9 85.7
76.9

72.3

Consumer expenditure on hotels & restaurants per 
million population
2007; US$

311

211
1743

61.3

BangaloreCape 
T

BucharestKuala 
L

Manila

174

109
77

7

Mexico IndiaArgentina South 
Africa

Malaysia Philippines
TownLumpur

Healthcare spend as a percentage of GDP
2008; US$

Africa

8.1
6.9

5.8 5.6
3.8 3.8

PhilippinesMexicoArgentina IndiaSouth 
Africa

Malaysia
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1 Cities are ranked against New York as the base city which has an index score of 100
Sources: EIU (Economist Intelligence Unit); Mercer Human Resource Consulting; Internet Research; Everest Research Institute Analysis (2008)



While telecoms is an area of concern, steps are being 
taken to enhance infrastructure and reduce costs 

3
Section 5.2.3: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Risks and structural factors

Proposed reduction in tariffs and likely 
impact on operating costsTelecom rentals / license (45 Mbps)

‘000 ZAR per annum

Trends in telecom tariffs

Telecom costs in South Africa have

27,379

47%

Telecom costs in South Africa have 
been falling significantly over the years 
(~47% each year)

Should the current proposals go 
through, telecom tariffs could reduce 

17,386

11,317

7 922

further by ~25%

This could result in operating costs 
reducing further by ~2%

“Telecom infrastructure has improved7,922
5,941

Telecom infrastructure has improved 
over the years and costs have also 
been reducing. While there are still 
some concerns for large bandwidth 
users, steps are being taken to 
address the situation” – Global major in

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
address the situation  Global major in 
South Africa
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Sources: Everest Research Institute Analysis (2008); Telkom Executive Interviews 2008; Dept. of Trade and Industry (the dti) – South Africa



Crime continues to be a concern and companies need to 
make security investments to manage this concern

4
Section 5.2.3: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Risks and structural factors

Examples of measures taken by companies

Companies use access control, guards on premises and security cameras. 
Many companies also have Employee Assistance Programmes (EAPs)Employee Safety

Types of security 
investments

Many companies also have Employee Assistance Programmes (EAPs)

Companies screen recruits for criminal records and have stringent 
procedures in place. Many monitor calls in the call centre

Employee Safety

Companies’ premises are fenced, alarmed and guarded

Many work places have 24 hour cameras and companies work with police
Safety of premises

Many work places have 24 hour cameras and companies work with police 
towards structured prevention programmes

Most FS companies have sophisticated IT and Information Management 
Systems with firewalls and information security policies

Many companies’ processing centres are paperless, thereby reducing the 
risk of potential information leakage

Protection of client 
information
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Source: Interviews with study participants

risk of potential information leakage



Government is also taking initiatives to tackle crime4
Section 5.2.3: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Risks and structural factors

Significant investment being made at the country level to tackle crime:
Budget earmarked for the Department of Justice has increased by ~40% in the past three years
This department is receiving a further grant of R16 million to improve court capacity and reduce 
case backlogscase backlogs
An additional R25 million has been allotted to the Police to further expand size of police force and 
invest in technology and forensic equipment

Business Against Crime (BACSA) is a non-profit organisation funded by big business in South 
Africa, since 1996. It focuses on 2 key initiatives:

The Reduction in Violent Organised Crime (VOC) work group with its focus on the Trio of crimes, 
in particular, Residential Robberies, Business Robberies and Vehicle Hijackings; and
The improvement of the Criminal Justice System (CJS) which focuses on the entire revamp of the 
performance scorecard of the CJS so that it acts as an effective deterrent to crimeperformance scorecard of the CJS, so that it acts as an effective deterrent to crime

Analysis by the Police’s Crime Information Analysis Centre shows most violent crime (70-80%) in 
South Africa is committed amongst people who know each other (relatives or friends). This does not g p p ( )
however, pertain to robberies or burglaries. 
Most large businesses in South Africa are increasingly working with existing programmes to bring 
down crime, as well as making investments of their own to deter crime
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Sources: Information Management - South African Police Department, 2005-06, Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU; Everest Research Institute 
Analysis (2008), SAPS Annual Report for 2006/2007 supplied by the Crime Information Analysis Centre



The prevalence of HIV/AIDS is a concern in South 
Africa 

5
Section 5.2.3: Comparison of South Africa with other offshore destinations – Risks and structural factors

For anyone doing business in South Africa, 10-40% of the workforce is likely 
to be infected with HIV. But the impact and potential impact of HIV/Aids varies 
significantly from one company to the next. Labour and capital-intensive 
industries, as well as those with high labour mobility, are most affected. 

Workforce 
impacts

Sectors greatly 
affected by 
HIV/AIDS

In South Africa, the mining, metals processing, agribusiness and transport 
sector are most affected. Prevalence rates are also higher among skilled and 
unskilled workers than among supervisors and managers. 
All study participants in this FS BPO research indicated single digit figures for

Prior research shows that if companies invest in prevention and treatment

All study participants in this FS BPO research indicated single digit figures for 
HIV infections at their workplaces. The South Africa BPO industry and 
Financial Services in particular, seem to be largely unaffected 

Treatment 
programmes

Prior research shows that if companies invest in prevention and treatment 
programmes, the savings can outweigh the costs. Providing care and 
treatment for HIV-positive employees can reduce the financial burden of 
HIV/AIDS by as much as 40%

Company 
initiatives

As with Crime, the most meaningful interventions appear to be those that 
occur between business and the private sector through formal initiatives, of 
which there are many. Most companies interviewed in this BPO research run 
awareness programmes, while some run clinics and grant access to 
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g g
medication for their staff

Sources: The South Africa Business Coalition on HIV/Aids (SABCOHA); The Bureau for Economic Research (BER); Interviews with Study 
Participants
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R ti l / K d i

South Africa could have different roles to play in the 
global sourcing delivery network 

Section 5.3: Roles that South Africa can play for investors

Rationale / Key drivers

Offshore destination for high-
quality English language front-
office

1 Large talent pool with good quality English skills
Accent and cultural affinity with international geographies
South Africa savings gap with leading offshore destinations 

office

Offshore destination for

2

(e.g. India) is narrowing and is likely to reduce further going 
forward

Large talent pool with relevant financial services experience 
Advantages in certain niche skills (e.g. actuaries)
C t f t i t f i li d k ( t i lOffshore destination for 

complex FS back-office work

3

Costs for certain types of specialized work (e.g. actuarial 
modeling) on par with leading offshore destinations (e.g. 
India), savings gap narrowing for other types of specialized 
work (e.g. fund administration)

Near-shore scalable destination 
for sub-Saharan Africa

3
Opportunities to serve sub-Saharan operations of domestic 
Financial Services companies 
South Africa offers larger talent pool, more evolved BPO 
industry and better infrastructure compared to rest of sub-
Saharan Africa

Risk diversification option for 
India / Philippines

4

Saharan Africa

Investors are looking to diversify beyond India/Philippines 
South Africa is one of the few alternative offshore destinations 
that can provide good quality English language skills
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India / Philippines that can provide good quality English language skills



South Africa as an offshore destination for high quality 
English language work

1

L t l t l St th i t i il it d lt l ffi it

Section 5.3: Roles that South Africa can play for investors

Large talent pool Strengths in accent similarity and cultural affinity

470-480470-480

South Africa: Total annual entry level pool for BPO 
2008; ‘000s

English proficiency/Accent similarity 
with international geographies (U.S., UK) Comments

India

English proficiency/Accent similarity 
with international geographies (U.S., UK) Comments

India Large English speaking population; 
however some concerns around accent

Large pool; strong affinity with U S
350

90 30-40

350

90 30-40

Philippines

South Africa

Mexico

Egypt

Philippines

South Africa

Mexico

Egypt

Large pool; strong affinity with U.S.

Strengths in English accent similarity and 
cultural affinity with UK

~Mostly Spanish skills, only ~5-10% of the 
pool has fluent English speaking skills

Only ~10-20% of the pool is fluent in 
English

Savings gap with other low-cost destinations 

Tertiary 
graduates

High school 
leavers 
(Grade 12)

Total 
addressable 
entry level 
annual pool

Diplomas 
post high 
school

Tertiary 
graduates

High school 
leavers 
(Grade 12)

Total 
addressable 
entry level 
annual pool

Diplomas 
post high 
school

Argentina

Czech Republic

Argentina

Czech Republic

pool has fluent English speaking skills

~Mostly Spanish skills, only ~5-10% of the 
pool has fluent English speaking skills

~English skills only in major cities (e.g. 
Prague), mostly European language work

Savings gap narrower on a total cost of ownership 
narrowing
Savings with respect to U.S. Tier-2 locations for front-office 
English language work
Percentage

80%
90%

Bangalore

basis (factoring impact of attrition)

Effect of attrition on 
savings gap
2008; percentage

~15% ~2% ~13%
50-60%50-60%

Annualized average attrition 
2008; percentage

0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%

30% 15%

Bangalore

Johannesburg

India-SA 
savings 
gap on 

Impact of 
lower 
attrition in

Effective 
savings gap 
factoring

13%
25-30%30-40%

Ind
ia

Phil
ipp

ines
Mala

ys
ia SA
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0%
2005 2006 2007 2008

g p
operating 
cost basis

attrition in 
South 
Africa

factoring 
attrition

Ph

Source: Everest Research Institute Analysis (2008)



South Africa as an offshore destination for complex 
Financial Services back-office work

2

L t l t l ith FS i Si bl l f i h kill

Section 5.3: Roles that South Africa can play for investors

Large talent pool with FS  experience Sizeable pool of niche skills

I di 770

Bank assets size
2007; Ratio

Number of employees 
in banking industry
2007; Thousands

I di 770

Bank assets size
2007; Ratio

Number of employees 
in banking industry
2007; Thousands

Number of qualified 
actuaries
2008; Total number

Number of CFA charter 
holders
2008; 

4,000-

Number of qualified 
actuaries
2008; Total number

Number of CFA charter 
holders
2008; 

4,000-

U.S.$ billion

India

Philippines

Czech 
Republic

770

70

55

865

140

70

India

Philippines

Czech 
Republic

770

70

55

865

140

70

225

65

8080-90

70-80

,
4,500India

Philippines

Czech 
R bli

225

65

8080-90

70-80

,
4,500India

Philippines

Czech 
R bli

Costs comparable with leading offshore 

South Africa

Republic

300 135South Africa

Republic

300 135 770800-900South Africa

Republic

770800-900South Africa

Republic

Even for complex work, inflation is lower relative to 
destinations for certain types of complex work

Total annual operating cost1 per FTE for actuarial work
2008; US$ ‘000s per FTE

150-160

Total annual operating cost1 per FTE for actuarial work
2008; US$ ‘000s per FTE

150-160 14

Annual average inflation in operating cost 
2005-2008 average, percentage

MARKET AVERAGES FOR FUND ADMIN 

other offshore locations

90-10090-100 90-10090-100
10 9

3
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Johannesburg Bangalore BelfastJohannesburg Bangalore Belfast Bangalore Prague Johannesburg US Tier-2

1 Ongoing costs only; excludes margins/markups, centralized corporate overheads, initial investment, set-up costs and travel costs
Sources: Everest Research Institute Analysis (2008)



Opportunity for South Africa to act as a “regional hub” 
for rest of Sub-Saharan Africa

3

EXAMPLE

Section 5.3: Roles that South Africa can play for investors

Countries in sub-Saharan Africa where South Africa 
financial services majors have set-up operationsSouth African Financial Services majors are expanding 

operations into the rest of Sub-Saharan Africa

All the four major South African retail 
banks currently operate in sub-
Saharan Africa and have growth 
plans for the region

Standard Bank operates in 18 
countries in Africa 
FNB is in 5 countries and expandingFNB is in 5 countries and expanding 
to 7

Most of the big insurers and some 
Asset Management firms are also in 
sub-Saharan Africa:Kenya

Uganda

Ghana
Nigeria

Congo
(DRC) sub Saharan Africa:

Old Mutual is in 5 countries
Sanlam is in 6 countries (via African 
Life)
Metropolitan is in 6 and recently 
entered NigeriaNamibia Zimbabwe

Malawi

Tanzania

Angola

Madagascar

Zambia

(DRC)

Alexander Forbes operates in 11 
countries

Lesotho

Swaziland

Botswana
Mauritius

Mozambique
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Opportunity for service providers to leverage South Africa in serving sub-Saharan operations of leading 
South African companies 



There is evidence of locations playing similar roles in 
other global sourcing regions
E l f i l d li t i C t l & L ti A i l

Section 5.3: Roles that South Africa can play for investors

3

Mexico

Examples of regional delivery centers in Central & Latin America: examples

Company 
Key functions in Regional 
Delivery Center

Leading supplier Front-office work, both 
inbound and outbound)inbound and outbound)

Leading global bank Collections, data center

Argentina

Company 
Key functions in Regional 
Delivery Center

Leading global 
manufacturing 

General accounting, 
accounts payable work 

Company 
Key functions in 
Regional Delivery Center

Leading financial 
services firm

Trading desk, accounting 
and procurement

Chile firm

Leading 
technology firm

Budgeting, reconciliations
Leading KPO 
supplier

Investment research 
services
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Multiple countries in Central and Latin America have evolved as near-shore regional hubs

Source: Everest Location Databases



South Africa is well positioned to play the role of a near-
shore, scalable regional hub for sub-Saharan Africa

3
Section 5.3: Roles that South Africa can play for investors

Annual High
School leavers1

2008; ‘000s

Annual tertiary
graduates
2008; ‘000s

Larger entry level and BPO experienced talent
Total number of 
actuaries
2007

Annual Accounting
graduates
2008; ‘000s

Total Chartered 
Accountants
2008; ‘000s

Presence of specialized skills 
Experienced BPO 
talent pool 
2008; # of employees

350

500Nigeria

South
Africa

90

18

800

3

10

4Nigeria

26

22

3,000

100

South
Africa

309Kenya 4 440.5Kenya 3450

Better quality of infrastructure Although operating costs are higherq y g p g g
Quality of overall infrastructure
(1 = underdeveloped; 7 = extensive and efficient as the world’s 
best)

Total annual operating cost1 per FTE for English language 
call center (voice) work
2008; US$ ‘000s per FTE

21-2423-2724-2826-30

2.3 2.6

4.6 16-19
21-24
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Kenya Nigeria South Africa

1 Ongoing costs only; excludes margins/markups, centralized corporate overheads, initial investment, set-up costs and travel costs
Sources: Swiss Re report, Industry Interviews, Education reports, Everest Research Institute Analysis (2008)

Jo'burg Cape Town Lagos Durban Nairobi



South Africa as a risk diversification option for India and 
Philippines

Section 5.3: Roles that South Africa can play for investors

4

PhilippinesNorthern

CanadaHigh

Native 
E li h kill

Sizeable talent pool with good 
English skills at a low cost

Savings potential versus talent pool comparison for English language front-office work

Philippines

India

Northern
Ireland

Mexico Malaysia Argentina

South Africa

ol
 

En
gl

is
h 

sk
ills

) English skills 
but high cost

Lower costs than 
South Africa, 
however face 
h ll ith

English skills at a low cost

Czech Republic

Mexico

Nigeria

Jamaica

Malaysia Argentina

La
bo

r P
o

an
d 

qu
al

ity
 o

f E

Limited spoken 
English Lower costs than 

S h Af i d

challenges with 
good English 
speaking skills

Ja a ca

Kenya

Low

(S
ca

le
 

language skills 
and higher costs 
relative to South 
Africa

South Africa, good 
English skills. 
However smaller 
labor pool 
compared to South 
Africa

Savings potential
Low High

Low Africa

Investors are looking to diversify beyond India and Philippines
South Africa is one of the few destinations beyond India and Philippines than can offer good scalable 
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English skills at a low-cost

Source: Everest Research Institute Analysis (2008)



Section VI

Appendix
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Agent level salary comparison

MARKET AVERAGES FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE

Section 6.1: Additional Data tables

Total annual salaries and benefits1 for English language front office BPO
2008; US$ ‘000s per FTE per annum

55-60UK Tier 2

21-23

27-29

50-55US Tier 2

Winnipeg

Prague

13-15

18-20

19-21Monterrey

Bucharest

Kuala Lumpur

10-12

11-13

12-14Johannesburg

Cape Town

Durban

8-10

9-11

9-11Manila

Buenos Aires

Bangalore

145

1 Salaries include annual bonuses; weighted average salaries for both Junior Agents and Senior Agents. Assuming that the agent level is a 
mix of 70% junior agents and 30% Senior Agents 

Note: Exchange rate used – 1 ZAR = 0.1306 US$ (Calculated based on daily closing averages during Jan’08 to Oct’08)
Sources: Everest Research Institute Analysis (2008); Recruiter Interviews; Salary Reports; Job Portals



Team Leader salary comparison

MARKET AVERAGES FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE

Section 6.1: Additional Data tables

Total annual salaries and benefits1 for English language front office BPO
2008; US$ ‘000s per FTE per annum

90-95UK Tier 2

50-52

61-65

80-85US Tier 2

Prague

Bucharest

25-27

40-42

42-44Monterrey

Winnipeg

Kuala Lumpur

19-21

20-22

21-23Buenos Aires

Johannesburg

Bangalore

16-18

17-19

18-20Cape Town

Durban

Manila
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1 Salaries and benefits include annual bonus
Note: Exchange rate used – 1 ZAR = 0.1306 US$ (Calculated based on daily closing averages during Jan’08 to Oct’08)

Sources: Everest Research Institute Analysis (2008); Recruiter Interviews; Salary Reports; Job Portals



Manager salary comparison

MARKET AVERAGES FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE

Section 6.1: Additional Data tables

Total annual salaries and benefits1 for English language front office BPO
2008; US$ ‘000s per FTE per annum

115-125US Tier 2

110-120

86-94

84-88

UK Tier 2

Prague

Bucharest

74-78

64-67

60-63

Monterrey

Winnipeg

Johannesburg

59-62

48-50

36-38

Cape Town

Durban

Buenos Aires

34-36

31-33

27-29

Kuala Lumpur

Bangalore

Manila
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1 Salaries and benefits include annual bonus
Note: Exchange rate used – 1 ZAR = 0.1306 US$ (Calculated based on daily closing averages during Jan’08 to Oct’08)

Sources: Everest Research Institute Analysis (2008); Recruiter Interviews; Salary Reports; Job Portals



Commercial Real Estate rentals
Section 6.1: Additional Data tables

Annual Commercial office rentals
2008; US$ per square foot per annum

29

25 25 24

17

13 12
10

Monterrey Prague Buenos Aires Manila Bangalore Cape Town Johannesburg Durban
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Sources: Everest Research Institute Analysis (2008); Real estate market rentals, real estate consultant’s interviews



Telecom bandwidth cost
Section 6.1: Additional Data tables

Annual Telecom Bandwidth Rentals
2008; US$ per mbps per year

15,000-20,000

10,000-15,000

6 000-10 0006,000 10,000
5,000-9,000

4,000-8,000
3,500-7,500

South Africa Philippines India Monterrey Buenos Aires Czech Republic
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Sources: Everest Research Institute Analysis (2008); Telecom Industry Research Reports; Investment Agencies
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Leadership Group constitution
Section 6.2: Leadership Group for the study

Organisation Name Designation

Business Trust Brian Whittaker CEO and Chair

ABSA  Bank Andy Rigg Head Call Centre Operations

Merchants/DiData Andrew Briggs  
(Vanda Dickson, alternate)

Group Executive of Sales

Dialogue Group Jason Drew CEO

IBM Jason Ward BPO Executive IBM SA

Fusion Outsourcing Johann Kunz Managing Director

Standard Bank Johan van Schalkwyk Director Business Operations

Accenture John Watling Outsourcing Sales Director

Call Centre Nucleus Kobus van der Westhuizen Director of StrategyCall Centre Nucleus Kobus van der Westhuizen Director of Strategy

BPeSA  ( BPO 
Industry Association)

Mfanu Mfayela CEO

CSC Peter Drube Director, Financial Services Sector

Dept of Trade and Pumela Salela Director BPO in EIDD (Policy Unit)Dept. of Trade and 
Industry

Pumela Salela Director, BPO in EIDD (Policy Unit)

Old Mutual Rose Keanly MD, Service Technology and 
Administration

Direct Channel Suleman Shaik CEO

151
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Leadership Group role and involvement
Section 6.2: Leadership Group for the study

Ensure that the objectives of the Project were consistent with the needs of the South African BPO 
industry

Role of the Leadership Group

Ensure the Project deliverables effectively met project objectives.
Ensure the research methodology and approach was workable and capable of producing the 
deliverables
Facilitate industry participation in the gathering of data and information, as set out in the project 
approachapproach 

Leadership Group involvement

Four meetings were held during the course of the project, each between 2 and 3 hours long
Individual members were contacted as appropriate for expert inputs
Inputs received from Group were incorporated into the study
A draft of the final report was discussed with the Group before completion

Leadership Group involvement

A draft of the final report was discussed with the Group before completion
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The research used four key types of input sources
Section 6.3: Research Methodology and list of study participants

1. Questionnaires:
Administered to 27 service providers (suppliers and offshore captives)
Covered all significant service providers in Financial Services BPO
List tested with multiple sources and discussed with the Leadership Group, to ensure that it adequately representsList tested with multiple sources and discussed with the Leadership Group, to ensure that it adequately represents 
the service provider Financial Services BPO market in South Africa 
Questionnaires helped assess service provider’s BPO capabilities in Financial Services at a process level

2. Qualitative interviews: 
Structured in-depth interviews were held with leading industry players across a mix of the followingStructured in depth interviews were held with leading industry players across a mix of the following

Global and local suppliers
Offshore Captives
South African domestic Financial Services majors (including banks, insurance and asset management firms)

19 interviews were conducted. The interviews helped assess the depth of capabilities in the industry and to develop 
case studiescase studies 

3. Secondary Sources:
Numerous organisations were approached including but not limited to education, training, recruitment, real estate 
experts
Other secondary sources included existing research databases media etc All data points were validated throughOther secondary sources included existing research, databases, media, etc. All data points were validated through 
multiple sources, including the Leadership Group 

4. Everest IP:
Proprietary cost models

Data on competitive offshore locations (e g costs talent pool)
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Data on competitive offshore locations (e.g. costs, talent pool)
Experience serving global FS majors on offshoring related issues



Questionnaire participants
24 questionnaire responses 

received (out of 27) INCLUDES SUPPLIERS AND OFFSHORE FS CAPTIVES

Section 6.3: Research Methodology and list of study participants

Suppliers in South Africa

Global suppliers in South Africa
CSC 
Teletech
S k

received (out of 27)

Sykes
IBM
Accenture
Avanti Call
Deloitte
Teleperformance
S th Af i li

This list covers bulk of the FS BPO service provider 
market (~70%)

South African suppliers
Merchants & DiData
Dialogue Group
Direct Channel
Blake and Associates
Call Centre Nucleus
Silica

Comprehensive coverage of significant players in 
South Africa

All global suppliers and offshore FS captives
South African suppliers > 200 employees
S l t ll li l t t FSSilica

Innovation Group
RL Daly
Rewardsco
O’Keeffe & Swartz
Munnik Basson Dagama (MBD)
Real People

Select smaller suppliers relevant to FS

List tested with multiple sources
Leadership group
C3 Africa Contact Center Study 2007

Direct Axis
Computer Facilities
One call Solutions
3i Solutions

Offshore FS captives

y
Industry experts 
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Budget Group (Fusion)
JP Morgan Chase
PruHealth (UK)



List of qualitative interviews conducted
19 interviews conducted

Section 6.3: Research Methodology and list of study participants

Service providers

CSC
Direct Channel
IBM
Accenture
Deloitte
Merchants & DiData
Dialogue GroupDialogue Group
CCN
Silica
TeleTech
Sykes
Business Connexion
Fusion Outsourcing
PruHealth (UK)

Domestic FS majors

ABSA
Standard Bank
Old Mutual
Sanlam

Domestic FS majors
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Sanlam
Discovery



Methodology to size domestic captive FS BPO market
Section 6.3: Research Methodology and list of study participants

Estimate triangulated through two approaches

Approach 1

Information on BPO scale (front and back-office) collected for 5 leading players (ABSA, 
Standard Bank, Old Mutual, Sanlam, Discovery) through interviews 
Overall domestic captive market size estimated based on market share of these leading 
playersplayers

Approach 2

The estimate (65,000-75,000) represents ~30% of total employees in the banking andThe estimate (65,000 75,000) represents 30% of total employees in the banking and 
insurance sector in South Africa (~240,000)
This is line with Everest experience which indicates that typically ~25-30% of overall FS 
employees are involved in BPO operations (front and back-office) 
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Sources: Interviews with leading industry players, PWC banking survey 2007, other secondary research reports, Everest-Letsema analysis
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Glossary of key terms used in this report (page 1 of 3)
Section 6.4: Glossary

Asset 
management

The Financial Services sub-vertical that includes asset management and fund administration firms

Term Definition

Banking The Financial Services sub-vertical that includes retail banks, loans/mortgage companies and credit 
card companies

Back-office 
functions

All non-customer facing services including corporate services, knowledge services and industry-
specific services

BPO Business Process Outsourcing refers to the contracting of some or all business processes to 
service providers

Buyers Buyers are companies/entities that purchases offshoring services from a supplier of BPO 
services. In the case of captive BPO providers, the buyers are the parent company which are 
referred to in the report as parents

Corporate 
services

Back-office functions including Finance & Accounting (F&A), Human Resources (HR) and 
Procurement

Domestic 
captives

Domestic captives refers to 100% subsidiaries of companies in South Africa, which provide services 
exclusively to the parent company

FAO/F&A Finance & Accounting Outsourcing refers to the transfer of ownership of some or all finance and 
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g g p
accounting processes or functions to providers. This could include administrative, delivery or 
management-related processes or functions



Glossary of key terms used in this report (page 2 of 3)
Section 6.4: Glossary

Front-office 
functions

All customer facing services including general query handling, after-sales support, and sales and 
marketing services

Term Definition

FTE Full-Time Equivalent. An effort equal to one employee working 100% of the time

FS The Banking, Insurance and Asset Management sub-verticals collectively referred to as Financial 
Services (FS)

HRO Human Resources Outsourcing is the transfer of ownership of some or all human resources

Global Sourcing / 
Offshoring

Transferring business process activities or its complete ownership to a different country from the 
country (or countries) where the company receiving the services is located is referred to as 
offshoring or global sourcing

HRO Human Resources Outsourcing is the transfer of ownership of some or all human resources 
processes or functions to providers. This could include administrative, delivery, or management-
related processes or functions

Industry-specific BPO refers to BPO offerings that require a high degree of vertical-specific 
knowledge and that are not easily replicable across industries such as claims processing for the

Industry-specific 
services

Infrastructure Infrastructure refers to the availability of basic services and social capital necessary to support BPO 
delivery from a location. Infrastructure includes physical infrastructure elements such as the 
availability of transportation services real estate facilities management catering security services

knowledge and that are not easily replicable across industries such as claims processing for the 
insurance industry and credit card collections for the credit services industry

services
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availability of transportation services, real estate, facilities management, catering, security services, 
and recruitment agencies and social infrastructure such as availability of schools, hospitals, and 
entertainment options



Glossary of key terms used in this report (page 3 of 3)
Section 6.4: Glossary

Term Definition

Knowledge services refers to offshoring of some or all knowledge intensive services such as businessKnowledge

Insurance The Financial Services sub-vertical that includes life & pensions, property & casualty, and health 
insurance

Labour arbitrage Savings gained during offshoring due to the difference in the labour costs between the source and 
destination locations

Knowledge services refers to offshoring of some or all knowledge-intensive services such as business 
research, market research, data management, data analytics, and legal and IP support to providers

Knowledge 
services

Procurement 
services

Procurement services is the transfer of ownership of some or all procurement processes or 
functions to providers. This could include administrative, delivery, or management-related 

Offshore captives Offshore captives refers to 100% subsidiaries of multinational companies in an offshore location, 
which provide services exclusively to the parent company

processes or functions

Service offerings Service offerings refers to BPO offerings across horizontal BPO and vertical-specific BPO offerings

Service providers Service providers in this BPO report refers to third-party suppliers as well as offshore captives

Sourcing models Sourcing models refers to the offshore business models adopted by buyers and includes the 
offshore captive model, third-party vendor offshoring, and other hybrid models 

Six sigma A quality methodology based on the principle of reducing defects
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Third-party 
supplier

Third-party suppliers or vendors are companies/entities that supply outsourcing/offshoring 
services to other companies/entities (buyers)
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Availability of the Report and Investor Tool

The Report:

This Report will be published in soft copy on The Business Trust website, where it can be downloaded 
free of charge http://www btrust org zafree of charge. http://www.btrust.org.za
An Executive Summary of the Report is also available as a separate document, both in printed copy 
and on the website
It is envisaged that both will also be available on the website of the Department of Trade and Industry, 
the industry body BPeSA and other widely used industry websites in the near future. Information on this 
can be obtained from The Business Trust on +27-11-612-2000. Please contact Ms. Fatgiyah Bardieng y

Investor Tool (ROI Model):

An investor-focused “ROI (Return on Investment) Model” that helps investors assess the level of savings 
from South Africa is also available on The Business Trust website, as an Excel workbook. The tool has 
b t d i th d l i t i f ti f th R h St d h f hi h ibeen created using the underlying cost information from the Research Study, much of which appears in 
the Report. The Tool also incorporates the dti’s BPO investment incentives (Capex Grant and Training 
Grant) to demonstrate how investors can offset their costs through these incentives.

CD:

Limited numbers of printed copies of the Executive Summary , together with CDs containing all the 
documents and the ROI Model are also available from The Business Trust.
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